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Congratulatory Remarks
Mr. Kim Dae-Hyun｜Director-General, Heritage Promotion Bureau,
Cultural Heritage Administration of Korea

I extend my warm welcome to the delegation from Sri Lanka, especially Mr. W.A.D.S.
Gunasinghe, Additional Secretary, State Ministry of Cultural Affairs as well as experts from
the various local institutions specializing in the culture and information sector. It is a
genuine honor and pleasure to be able to give a congratulatory speech at today’s
Workshop for ICHCAP-Sri Lanka cooperation in the digitization of analog audio-visual data.
First of all, I would like to thank Director-General Huh Kwon and his staff at the
International Information and Networking Centre for Intangible Cultural Heritage in the
Asia-Pacific Region under the Auspices of UNESCO (ICHCAP) for organizing this expert
workshop in the Cooperation Project for the Digitization of Intangible Heritage Resources
in the Asia-Pacific. The Korean government sought to establish the ICHCAP to contribute
to the safeguarding of intangible heritage in the Asia-Pacific region, and has been working
on all fronts to protect and transmit traditional culture in the region. The Cultural Heritage
Administration gives the ICHCAP full support so that it may continue efforts to realize its
mission.
This year, the ICHCAP began the special information project of digitizing the audiovisual
resources on traditional music in Sri Lanka, which brings us to the workshop today,
attended by experts from both Korea and Sri Lanka working in the field of cultural
9
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information management. I thank you for making valuable time in your busy schedules to
attend today’s workshop, and hope that it becomes a useful stage of information exchange
between the experts of both countries, bringing their own knowhow and experience to the
discussion.
Finally, I hope that this project provides the opportunity for further information exchange,
not just between Korea and Sri Lanka, but the within the entire Asia-Pacific region, so as to
promote awareness of intangible heritage and contribute to its safeguarding. The Cultural
Heritage Administration will keep working with the ICHCAP to contribute to the
international community through intangible heritage safeguarding. Thank you.
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Greeting Remarks
Mr. W.A.D.S. Gunasinghe ｜Additional Secretary,
State Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Sri Lanka

Director General ICHCAP, Ms. Boyoung Cha Section Chief, Ms. Jieun Jeong Programme
Officer, Distinguished Invitees and Officials from ICH related institutions in Korea and Sri
Lanka, Researchers, Dear Colleagues.
It is a great honour and pleasure for me to have the opportunity to deliver Greeting
Remarks on behalf of the Government of Sri Lanka and particularly on behalf of the State
Ministry of Cultural Affairs Sri Lanka at the inauguration of Sri Lanka-ICHCAP Cooperative
Workshop on Digitizing ICH-Related Audio-Visual Materials.
This workshop will be the initial step of our collaboration between Republic of Korea and
Sri Lanka in the area of Intangible Cultural Heritage. This is the first time we are having
collaboration of this nature beyond South Asian region. It is particularly important for us
to have collaboration with a country like Korea. Both of our countries have heritage of
great civilizations where intangible heritage is an important part. On the top of that having
collaboration with a technically advanced country like Korea, provides us a great
opportunity to be familiar with the experience in conservation and promotion of
intangible heritage in the context of rapidly changing socio-economic environment and
application of modern technology therein.
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The government policy of Sri Lanka gives high priority to protect, conserve and promote
intangible cultural heritage as a means of demonstrating cultural diversity of multi-ethnic
groups and identity of the nation. On the other hand as a means of transmitting
tremendous amount of indigenous knowledge and skills ICH plays an important role in the
society. While extending the fullest corporation of the Ministry, we appreciate the
initiatives of ICHCAP on this collaboration.
Finally, I must congratulate the Director General of ICHCAP and his staff for excellent
organization of the workshop, particularly programme officer Ms Jieun Jeong for
continuous and friendly coordination with us throughout the preparatory period of this
event. I also take this opportunity to renew longstanding and cordial bi-lateral
relationship between the Republic of Korea and the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri
Lanka. Thanking you once again, I expect the active participation of all colleagues in this
workshop to achieve the objectives of the programme effectively.
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Welcoming Remarks
Choi Maeng-Sik ｜Director-General, National Intangible Heritage Center

First, allow me to congratulate the International Information and Networking Centre for
Intangible Cultural Heritage in the Asia-Pacific Region under the Auspices of UNESCO
(ICHCAP) on the successful commencement of the workshop for the digitization of analog
audiovisual intangible heritage resources. I understand that the ICHCAP has been
collecting and organizing information on intangible heritage from countries around the
Asia-Pacific region.
The history of intangible heritage begins with the earliest days of humanity, when we first
learned to use language, actions and tools to survive. I believe that these actions, tool and
all things associated, visible and invisible, are considered as part of the culture of
humanity. Perhaps all of these associated cultural elements have been in repeating cycles
of ebb and flow.
These associated cultural elements have been ingrained into our DNA in the passage of
time. Intangible heritage contain traces of our roots and what our textual and physical
civilization has been built upon. Today’s workshop is part of our efforts to reflect on these
numerous actions and contents of the cultural DNA of humanity, to record part of these
elements for posterity.
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I understand that this workshop is attended by many esteemed guests such as the
additional secretary of the State Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Sri Lanka along with
representatives and experts from the Cultural Heritage Administration and National
Archives of Korea. I hope this event acts as an opportunity to enhance the friendship
between our two countries, while highlighting and further developing the intangible
heritage of humanity.
Furthermore, I wish for greater progress and maturity of the information network that the
ICHCAP is working to build, so as to contribute to the future of all humankind. Thank you.
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Congratulatory Remarks
Mr. Na Jong-Woo ｜Director, Jeonju Cultural Center

I am truly honored to deliver the congratulatory remarks for Mr. Gunasinghe, the
additional secretary of the State Ministry of Cultural Affairs and the group of visitors from
Sri Lanka; Mr. Dae Hyun Kim, Director-General of the Heritage Promotion Bureau at the
Cultural Heritage Administration of Korea; Mr. Maeng-Sik Choi, Director-General of
National Intangible Heritage Centre; and all the other experts and guests of honor. I am
happy to meet you.
First, welcome to Jeonju, a city renowned for its long-standing traditional culture and
heritage. Jeonju is indeed full of artists and art enthusiasts. Traditional culture can flourish
when it is transmitted and cherished. If so, then our mission is to find possible methods to
ensure that traditions are exposed and experienced widely for the sake of safeguarded.
In this regard, digitizing analog audiovisual resources related to intangible heritage would
not only be meaningful work but also help with revitalizing and transmitting these
traditions to younger generations. I believe this workshop between ICHCAP and Sri Lanka
will contribute promoting traditional Sri Lankan music so that it can be approached and
enjoyed around the world, not just locally. Today’s workshop was organized so we can
explore the methodologies used by experts from Korea and Sri Lanka. Please let us put our
heads together and have fruitful discussions at this workshop.
Finally, I would like to express my sincere respect for Mr. Kwon Huh, Director-General of
ICHCAP, as well as everyone involved with preparing this meaningful event today. Also, I
hope the invited guests from Sri Lanka have a pleasant and memorable visit. Thank you.
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Opening Remarks
Mr. Huh Kwon｜Director-General, ICHCAP

I would like to begin by extending a warm welcome to Mr. W.A.D.S. Gunasinghe, Additional
Secretary, State Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Mr. Dilip Kumara, Officer in Charge of the Folk
Music Conservation Library and other esteemed guests who have come from Sri Lanka to
Korea for this Workshop. I also express my heartfelt gratitude to Mr. Kim Dae-hyun,
Director-General of the Heritage Promotion Bureau at the Cultural Heritage Administration
of Korea, Mr. Choi Maeng-sik, Director-General of the National Intangible Heritage Center,
and Mr. Na Jong-woo, Director of the Jeonju Cultural Center and Jeollabuk-do Province
Cultural Center Alliance for their support and congratulations. Finally, I thank Mr. Choi
Yeon-gyu, Researcher at the Research and Archive Division of the National Intangible
Heritage Center, Mr. Kim Bong-young, Director of the Department of Planning and
Administration, Korean Film Archive and Mr. Kim Eun-hyeong, Researcher at the National
Archives of Korea, Department of Preservation Research as well as all other presenters
who graced us with their contributions today.
For 5 days starting today, Sri Lanka-ICHCAP Cooperative Workshop on Digitizing ICHRelated Audio=visual Materials will be held in various locations here in Jeonju as well as
Seoul. I would like to express my deepest gratitude to all related institutions and experts
for giving their enthusiastic support to the preparation and organization of this event.
The International Information and Networking Centre for Intangible Cultural Heritage in
the Asia-Pacific Region under the Auspices of UNESCO (ICHCAP) is a category 2 UNESCO
international organization established under agreement between the UNESCO and the
Korean government in 2011 to work under the spirit of the 2003 UNESCO Convention for
the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage. It currently functions as a key
UNESCO center working to enhance the intangible heritage safeguarding capabilities of
16
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more than 100 government and related organizations in 48 Asian-Pacific states through
information exchange and network building.
Joint efforts in diverse fields have to come together to enhance intangible heritage
safeguarding capabilities in the Asia-Pacific region. Unlike material heritage, intangible
heritage comes with vulnerabilities in the aspect of preservation. Therefore, when the
UNESCO adopted the 2003 Convention, it highlighted the need to respect a comprehensive
approach towards safeguarding. The participation of a variety of actors such as the local
community, civil societies, practitioners and participants, as well as academic
communication between the social sciences, humanities and natural sciences are crucial to
the safeguarding of intangible heritage.
In order to safeguard our heritage through such comprehensive approaches, we have to,
first and foremost, focus on the records we have of the heritage. Without records, we
would lose the memory. Intangible heritage is variable according to changes in times and
to the society, as well as finite, due to its transmission by human actors. While these
properties may be vulnerabilities in their safeguarding, they can also be utilized as
strengths with wisdom, through their evolution into new forms of heritage. However, for
intangible heritage to act as new engines of cultural development and creative inspiration,
their documentation stands as a prerequisite step.
The UNESCO, as a major international organization, stresses the importance of
documentation in the development of human culture. The UNESCO Memory of the World
project which began in 1997 is a key example. It has not been long since we began
documenting our traditions, rituals and performance heritage in the form of audiovisual
materials. Although major elements of intangible heritage began to be documented in
black and white and color film since the development of photography, these forms of
analog storage are susceptible to physical deterioration with time, putting these precious
resources at risk. While the danger of analogue storage is well known in the international
community, many countries continue to postpone their digitization due to the lack of
budget and technology.
This Sri Lanka-ICHCAP Cooperative Workshop on Digitizing ICH-Related Audio-visual
Materials has been organized to discuss the crucial issue of documentation in the research
and transmission of cultural diversity in the Asia-Pacific. Until now, the ICHCAP has
supported the digitization of analogue resources in Mongolia, Solomon Islands, Uzbekistan
and Vietnam, so as to protect these precious audiovisual resources on intangible heritage
and enable their widespread distribution.
Let’s take a closer look at the significance of the current project between the ICHCAP and
State Ministry of Cultural Affairs of Sri Lanka. The governments of Korea and Sri Lanka
signed the Cultural Cooperation Agreement between the Government of the Republic of
Korea and the Government of the Republic of Sri Lanka in 1978. Being more than 30 years
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old, the agreement is proof of the long cooperation and exchange between the two
countries in the arts, culture and education built on mutual friendship. The article on the
exchange of non-commercial films and recordings for broadcast programming related to
culture, arts, sciences and education is deeply related to the current project. More recently,
the Meeting of the Cultural Ministers of Korea and South Asia held last year in Gwangju,
Korea, produced a joint declaration adopted by the culture ministry representatives of six
South Asian states including South Asia as well as the Ministry of Culture, Sports and
Tourism of Korea. The core of this declaration was to open the doors to further
discussions for expanded exchange in the field of arts and culture, so as to strengthen the
existing cooperation between South Asian states and Korea, while fostering mutual
understanding between their people.
Sri Lanka and Korea also share a special relationship in relation to the Memory of the
World project. Professor Nimal de Silva, one of Sri Lanka’s greatest academics in the field
of culture, participated in the field survey of the Seokguram Grotto and Bulguksa Temple
for their inscription to the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1995, a project in which I was
deeply involved personally. Sri Lanka also contributed indirectly to the establishment of
the ICOMOS-Korea Committee, by influencing our national policy on cultural heritage
preservation.
Sri Lanka is well known as a country of outstanding natural beauty and rich intangible
heritage, especially in the field of unique traditional music. The Folk Music Conservation
Library under the Ministry of Cultural Affairs of Sri Lanka, which will be working with the
ICHCAP in this project, is an important cultural institution that collects resources and
conducts research on the diverse traditional music of Sri Lanka.
The ICHCAP was recommended the state of Sri Lanka by the UNESCO Office in New Delhi,
which oversees the South Asian region, as the next target nation for cooperation in the
digitization of analog resources. From there, we were able to obtain information on the
current status of aging and damaged analog audiovisual data under the possession of the
Folk Music Conservation Library under the State Ministry of Cultural Affairs of Sri Lanka.
The ICHCAP then discussed the digitization of such intangible heritage resources under
the possession of the institute and related departments with the SMCA. Following a series
of meetings which included trips to Sri Lanka, the project to compile a target list of
magnetic tapes under the possession of the Folk Music Conservation Library and other
institutions under the SMCA was commenced this year.
This project will enhance the preservability of heritage and raise the visibility of Sri
Lankan intangible heritage through the digitization and archiving of such analog resources.
The results will be stored in an archive while promotional CD/DVD selections and online
websites will be created to allow easy access by researchers, students and members of the
public. We also anticipate the development of a variety of digital contents stemming from
this project.
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International cooperation in the field of culture is an important foundation for mutual
understanding of each other’s culture and values. The ICHCAP will continue its efforts to
digitalize the intangible culture of the Asia-Pacific through cooperation on all fronts as
well as contribute to raising public awareness and social development through the
widespread dissemination of cultural resources.
I hope today’s expert workshop and field trips to specialized institutions thereafter will
provide ample opportunities for experts from both Korea and Sri Lanka to share their
experience and foster mutual cooperation.
Finally, I would like to end this opening speech by once again expressing my gratitude to
the presenters and participants for making valuable time in your schedules to grace the
occasion.
Thank you.
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Presentation 1

Introduction to Sri Lankan ICH and
Relevant Institutions
Mr. Danister Perera ｜Research Scholar, University of Kelaniya

Sri Lanka, officially the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka and known as Ceylon
before 1972 is an island nation in South Asia, located about 31 kilometers off the southern
coast of India. It was historically known as Heladiva or Sīhaladvīpa or sometimes
Tambapanni and also called the “granary of the east” or “the pearl of Indian Ocean”. Sri
Lanka was the central position in the old east-west silk route as well as a strategic naval
link between West Asia and South East Asia. The evidences have been discovered to prove
that the human habitation had been a continuous process from the earliest times to the
historical times all over the country. The pre-historic archaeological excavations have
proved that there had been human habitation in this country for well over 50,000 years.
The oldest chronicles illustrate the recorded history of Sri Lanka dates back to 2600 years
and reflect the cultural tradition continuously influenced by many exotic involvements. It
has a very historic literary heritage written mainly in Sinhalese which is the language of
majority of the population and it made the country a center of Theravada Buddhist
religion and repository of cultural heritage from ancient times. Therefore the traditional
culture in Sri Lanka is historically inherited from generation to generation as a repository
of knowledge, practices and traits that are recorded in folklore or cultural repertory.
Intangible cultural heritage (ICH) in Sri Lanka had not been used as a separate concept
until very recent times yet it had never been neglected or ignored either at state level or
community based activities. Therefore it must be emphasized that ICH has been given its
due in Sri Lanka under different terms like “folklore, traditional knowledge, indigenous
knowledge” etc. even before the said Convention came into operation. However with the
enthusiasm generated by the UNESCO led campaign on the need to preserve and foster the
ICH, Sri Lanka took it over as a separate entity and committed itself to the objectives
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spelled out in the ICH Convention by been a signatory to it. The UNESCO definition of ICH
had already been dealt with under the existing rules and regulations in respect of culture,
aesthetics, national and cultural heritage, arts and crafts, tourism etc. The Convention says
“ICH refers to practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills, as well as the
associated instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces. Further it is recognized as a
part of cultural heritage by communities, groups and in some cases, individuals.” In the
Convention the distinctive restriction on ICH description is confined to “living tradition”
which sometimes keeps the ancient wisdom traditions which are not in practice out of
focus. However it does not cover values and ethics where as we pay much attention for
values and ethics as an indispensable part of cultural norms traditional knowledge
systems.
In indigenous knowledge systems prevailed in traditional societies, cultural semantics,
socio-linguistics, etymology, ontology and epistemology are playing a key role in defining
the nature of ICH in each country. This can also include not only virtual library but also a
collection of manuscripts, items, articles, objects as well as audio and video records of ICH
practices. There is an urgent need to study the outcomes of ICH in sustainable
livelihoods in terms of environmental, social, economic, physical, mental and spiritual
dimensions. ICH will recover the dehumanized values and commoditized needs of society
through readopting workable norms of ICH practices. Anthropological and ecological
perspectives of ICH should be broadly and extensively studied in a systematic way to
understand the origin and survival of these knowledge, practices and values in ancient
societies. Sri Lanka been well aware that it is a repository of unlimited volume of
treasures in ICH which any one would naturally be envious to know, had been very
conscious of safeguarding this priceless wealth for the benefit of the world community.
Sri Lankans have their own knowledge systems from ancient times and major portion of it
had been transmitted through oral tradition. Also considerable amount of the knowledge
had been documented in palm-leaf manuscripts and most of them were preserved in
temples or sometimes with private custodies. During the invasions of Chola, and Pandiya
from South India, many of these treasures containing our knowledge were destroyed.
Subsequent invaders from Europe namely Portuguese, Dutch and British took away most
of the remaining manuscripts and kept them in the museums of their countries. There are
officially declared collections of foreign libraries and museums that include many number
of palm-leaf manuscripts belong to various subjects. Still a good collection of these can be
seen in temples and with some individuals who had inherited them from their ancestors of
the lineage but without proper care, protection and conservation. The literary heritage of
the country deserved to be the most valuable treasure trove of ICH repository.
Sri Lankan culture embraces practically all aspects of daily life like food, dress, social
customs, religious practices, rituals, rites of passage, entertainments etc. that represent
distinctive cultural traits of each cultural identity. In this context the society as well as
the authorities have realized that it is not only necessary to preserve our culture and
24
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values but it is equally important to strengthen them through sustained and coordinated
efforts. Therefore, certain measures appear to have been taken by all concerned to protect
the cultural traditions of the country after independence at different levels. Invariably
with the transformation of the society in the light of modern development most of the ICH
in the country is in danger of disappearance or transformation. Hence very unfortunately
not sufficient attention had been possible to be devoted to ICH over the last several
decades and due to intensity of the harmful influence of so-called modernization,
westernization and globalization not much fruitful results could be gathered. This in fact is
a common problem confronted by almost all the different societies and all the different
aspects of ICH exposed to this epidemic. Therefore the urgent need has arisen to introduce
proper mechanisms to preserve and propagate this aspect of ICH because any more
neglect would result in the gradual disappearance of these modes of cultural traditions.
The ICH elements based on traditional knowledge are interconnected and interdependent
because all of them are created by the community for their livelihood and sustainable
interaction with environment. Sri Lanka is a country with a high biodiversity and versatile
cultural heritage originated from a traditional knowledgebase embedded in treasure trove
of ancestral experiences of living with nature. Our ancestors were the key holders of this
knowledgebase which had been transmitted from generation to generation before
mainstream knowledge system is overrun by colonial imperialism. It is therefore wellknown fact that human beings are experiencing malicious outcomes of their own activities
caused injuriously ecosystem degradation since the environment is the resource base
traditional knowledge. The forest deities are annually offered ritualistic oblations to
protect natural sanctuaries of endangered flora and fauna which are flagship indicators of
ecological disasters. As ancestors believed any human interference takes place in natural
habitat should not violate ethics of conservation practices and obliged to divine nature.
ICH practices always support the sustainable management of natural resources in ecofriendly livelihoods based on intuitional wisdom. Therefore ICH elements are reflected in
culture, livelihood and environment in various dimensions as it had been prevailed in Sri
Lankan context from the past.
National Cultural Policy
The Constitution of Sri Lanka accepts the importance of the national cultural heritage
which covers the ICH too. Under the Directive Principles of State Policy and Fundamental
Duties in section 27, article 10 of the constitution it is a responsibility of the state to assist
the development of the cultures and the languages of the People. Although the Cultural
Policy statement of the government is of recent origin (2007), the successive governments
of the country since Independence have been preserving, protecting and developing
cultural heritage of the country through a state mechanism which involved creation of the
Ministry and Department of Cultural Affairs and related bodies devoted to divers activities
in the fields of tangible as well as intangible cultural heritage. It is to be mentioned here
that various Ministries and Departments created to cater for other subjects such as
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education, agriculture, town and country planning, archaeology, have also been playing a
considerable role in the sphere of cultural heritage of the country.
National Cultural Policy Documents
- Title: National Cultural Policy (Cabinet Paper No. 07/1862/354/020 of 31st October,
2007, to publish the National Cultural Policy and to implement it as the National
Cultural Policy of Sri Lanka)
- Purpose: Vision of the policy: Being a proud Sri Lankan nation blessed with national
heritage to go forward with the other countries of the world as a country with a unique
culture that promotes development
- Mission of the policy: To assist in building Sri Lanka as a proud nation with a unique Sri
Lankan identity by facilitating the emergence of a culture that would develop all
communities of the country while in the process protecting and preserving Sri
Lankan national heritage
- Objectives:
i.
To build a positive cultural environment that would help direct the people on
their own in a manner that would successfully accomplish the general national
development of the country
ii.
To promote cultural diversity and thereby to prevent harm caused to positive
cultural characteristics through various forces
iii.
To pave way to organize cultural life of the people of the country through the
preservation, maintenance and utilization of cultural heritages
iv.
To motivate the people to identify positive cultural characteristics and thereby to
promote a culture with distinct Sri Lankan identity
v.
To help the people in identifying themselves the external and internal factors
causing cultural downfall and in exterminating these factors
vi.
To pave way to inculcate in the society the fact that culture is an energetic,
challenging and free force
According to the Policy statement the programme which is commonly approved by the
general public from time to time will be the foundation of the cultural policy of the
government policy of the government. The policy has the authority of the state as all
cultural activities within Sri Lanka are to be implemented in accordance with the
Constitution of Sri Lanka and all Acts and Regulations approved by the Parliament. The
principle institution implementing the people’s power in relation to all subjects relevant to
culture is the Ministry of Cultural Affairs. It will intervene and also represent the subject.
The Policy seeks to ensure the Sri Lankan identity through various arts and crafts, tangible
and intangible heritage, languages and literature and folk life. Also, the Policy envisages
implementing programs to protect, restore, promote and extend all forms national
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heritage and to maintain them for the sake of the future generations. Action would be
taken to prevent all sorts of activities that would cause destruction and harm to national
heritage.
In order to stimulate national pride by highlighting the cultural heritage all sorts of arts
including language and literature and subjects such as technology, history, archaeology,
museums, archives, would be made use as a mechanism. Development of cultural
diversity would be the final outcome of all these activities. Steps would be taken when
necessary to keep national as well as international community aware of visible and
invisible cultural heritage for the advancement and maintenance of Sri Lankan identity.
It is agreed by the Policy to advertise cultural heritage without causing any damage and to
utilize the profits earned thereby for the economic and social development of the country.
Action would be taken to protect and develop all forms of traditional and hereditary arts
and crafts and to advertise them nationally and internationally in a manner that would
highlight their value.
The policy, having accepted the fact that culture is a series of activities that could be freely
experienced and participated by all the citizens, action would be taken to direct all sorts of
cultural activities so as to enable the management of the cultural life of the common
people in such a way that their life style is made easy and that benefits of all national and
other development projects are accrued to them.
Apart from the national policy there are some other institutes which keep ICH under their
mandate directly or indirectly (See Annexure I). The ICH related institutes in Sri Lanka can
be categorized into three groups.
•

•

•

Core Institutes
– The institutes responsible of policy making and legislation
– Planning, implementing and monitoring
– Providing safeguarding measures
Inner Circle Institutes
– Networking ICH groups
– Empowering ICH practices
– Facilitating expert groups relevant to ICH elements
Peripheral Institutes
– Enabling a supportive environment for ICH
– Providing information on resource base for ICH
– Ensuring market opportunities for ICH

Under these institutes stakeholders of ICH are viably committed to safeguard ICH
elements in following ways.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
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identifying the ICH elements and mapping the resources
creating awareness among stakeholders, practitioners and general public
documenting and recording in a retrievable manner
disseminating and transmitting knowledge, practices and attitudes for better
livelihoods
creating a conducive policy environment and functional legislations
encouraging research and academic activities on ICH
facilitating technical inputs for ICH related innovations
providing financial support for infrastructure development
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Annex I. ICH Related Organizations
1. Ministry of Culture and Arts, Sri Lanka
8th Floor, Sethsiripaya,
Battaramulla, Sri Lanka
Tel: +94 1 2872001, +94 11 2876586
Fax: +94 11 2872024
Email: itasst@cultural.gov.lk; culturalmin@gmail.com
Website: www.cultural.gov.lk
The ministry operates divisional secretariat level cultural centers and state officer
appointed for each center to coordinate the local level resources and activities. Surveying
ICH elements and preparation of ICH inventory are functional under the supervision of the
ministry.
2. Ministry of Environment
Sampath Paya,
82, Sri Jayawardenepura Kotte
Tel: +94 11 2 865452
Fax: +94-11-2877288
Email: secretary@environmentmin.gov
Website: www.environmentmin.gov.lk
Focal point of CBD and there is a separate department for biodiversity to provide
leadership for the nation in conservation of country's biodiversity without depleting
natural stock and the environment while ensuring the national commitment to sustainable
development. There is a national expert committee on traditional knowledge.
3. Ministry of Agriculture
80/5¸Govijana Mandiraya,
Rajamalwatta Raod,
Battaramulla
Tel: +94 11 2869553, +994 11 2872093
Fax: +94 2868910
Email: ituagrimin@gmail.com
Website: www.agrimin.gov.lk
Ministry encourages the traditional farming systems to reduce the use of agrochemicals
during various steps of farming process. There are local level societies formed by farming
communities for resource sharing and problem solving. The researches on agronomy,
post-harvest technologies, genetic resources and crop varieties are hosted by the
institutes under the ministry.
4. Ministry of Rural Economic Development
No 780, Maradana Road,
Colombo 10, Sri Lanka.
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Tel : +94 11 2 669301
Fax : +94 11 2 669281
Email : secofficetised@sltnet.lk
Website: www.tisedmin.gov.lk
Under this ministry there are programs related to Kithul and Palmyrah development
support, facilitating technology transfer training and new design programmes for MSMI,
access to scarce raw materials for MSMIs, access to banking credit to cottage industrialists,
marketing support for SMEs, entrepreneurship development support, development
support, expansion of fishnet production, handicraft design training, development of
traditional handicraft villages, handicraft production and marketing villages etc.

Institutions under the Ministries:
1. Department of Cultural Affairs
8th Floor, Sethsiripaya,
Battaramulla, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11 2872031, +94 11 2866731
Fax: +94 11 2866732
Email: dcanews@sltnet.lk
Website: www.cultural.gov.lk
2. Central Cultural Fund
212/1, Bauddhaloka Mawatha,
Colombo 07, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 (11) 2500732
Fax: +94 (11) 2500731
Email: info@ccf.lk;
Website: www.ccf.lk
3. Tower Hall Theatre Foundation
No 123, “Sausiripaya”,
Wijerama Mawatha,
Colombo 07, Sri Lanka
Tel: +94 (11) 2686088
Fax: +94 (11) 26778517
Email: towersl@sltnet.lk
4. Arts Council of Sri Lanka
No. 12/1, Polduwa Road,
Battaramulla, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11 2861420, +94 11 2 884027
Fax: +94 11 2 861420
Email: artscouncil@yahoo.com
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Website: www.artscouncil.lk
5. Department of Archaeology
Sir Marcus Fernando Mawatha,
Colombo 07, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11 2692840, +94 11 2692841
Fax: +94 11 2696250
Email: archacct@sltnet.lk
Website: www.archaeology.gov.lk
6. Department of National Museums
No. 854, Sir Marcus Fernando Mawatha,
Colombo 07, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11 2695366
Fax: +94 11 2692092
Email: nmdep@slt.lk
Website: www.museum.gov.lk
7. Department of National Archives
No.7, Phillip Gunawardena Mawatha,
Colombo 07, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11 2694532
Fax: +94 11 2694419
Email: achives@slt.lk
Website: www.archives.gov.lk
8. Folk Music Conservation Library
4th Floor
Sethsiripaya 2nd Stage
Battaramulla, Sri Lanka
Tel: +94 11 2186252
9. Janakala Kendraya
Vijitha Pura. Sri Jayawardenepura Kotte,
Baththaramulla, Sri Lanka.
Tel: 0112786716, 0112786026
10. Ape Gama
Battaramulla, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11 2 177 417
E mail: info@laksala.gov.lk
web: www.apegama.lk
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11. National Crafts Council
Folk Art Centre Complex,
Battaramulla, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11 2784425 +94 112787441 +94 112785381
craftscouncil@sltnet.lk
12. National Library and Documentation Board
No 14, Independence Avenue,
Colombo 7, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11 2698847
Fax: +94 11 2685201
Email: conserv@mail.natlib.lk
Website: www.natlib.lk
13. Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation
P.O. box 574 independence square
Colombo 7, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 112 697 491 – 5 (5 lines)
Fax: ++ 94 11 2691568
chairman@slbc.lk
Website: www.slbc.lk
14. Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation
P.O. Box 2204
Torington Squire,
Colombo 07, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 112587352
Fax: +94 112580131
Website: www.rupavahini.lk
15. Plant Genetic Resources Centre
Department of Agriculture
P.O. Box 59,
Gannoruwa, Sri Lanka.
Tel:+94-812-388331,+94-812-388332, +94-812-388334
Fax:+94-812388333
Email:dgagriculture@gmail.com
Website: www.agridept.gov.lk
16. Hector Kobbekaduwa Agrarian Research and Training Institute
No: 114 Wijerama Mawatha,
Colombo 07, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11 2 692423 +94-11-2698539-41/+94-11-7417100-5
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Fax: +94-11-2692423
Website: http://www.harti.gov.lk
17. Department of Forest Conservation
82,"Sampathpaya"
Rajamalwatta Road
Battaramulla, Sri Lanka
Tel: +94 11 2866616
Fax: +94 11 2866633
Email: cfopr@forestdept.gov.lk
Website:www.forestdept.gov.lk
18. Department of Wildlife Conservation
811A, Jayanthipura,
Battaramulla, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 112-888585
Fax: +94-112-883355
Email: dg@dwc.gov.lk
Website: www.dwc.gov.lk
19. Department of Irrigation
PO Box 1138,
230, Baudhaloka Mawatha,
Colombo 07, Sri Lanka
Phone: +94 11 2584 984
Fax: +94 11 2505890
Email: info@irrigation.gov.lk
Website: www.irrigation.gov.lk
20. National Science Foundation
7/5 Maitland Place,
Colombo 07, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11 2696771
Fax: +94 11 2694754
E-mail: info@nsf.ac.lk
Website: http://www.nsf.ac.lk
21. National Intellectual Property Office
3rd Floor, "Samagam Medura"
400, D.R.Wijewardena Mawatha
Colombo 10, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 (011) 2689368
Fax: +94 (011) 2689367
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Email - nipos@sltnet.lk
Website: www. nipo.gov.lk
22. LAKSALA ((Sri Lanka Handicrafts Board)
No. 215, Bauddhaloka Mawatha,
Thummulla,
Colombo 7, Sri Lanka
Tel: 011 2580579 / 011 5846168
Email: contact@laksala.gov.lk
Website: www.laksala.gov.lk
23. Sri Lanka Inventors Commission
525, Union Place,
Colombo 02, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 11-2676645, 011-2676647,011-2676648, 011-2676649,011-2676650,
Fax: +94 11-2676646
Email: info@slic.gov.lk,
Website: http://www.slic.gov.lk
24. Department of Ayurveda
Tel: +94 11 2698911
Fax: +94 11 2698912
Email: departmentofayurveda@gmail.com
Website: www.ayurveda.gov.lk
25. National Institute of Traditional Medicine
26. Bandaranaike Memorial Ayurveda Research Institute
Navinna,
Maharagma, Sri Lanka.
27. Palm-leaf Digitization Project
Department of Library Science
University of Kelaniya,
Kelaniya 11600, Sri Lanka.
Tel: +94 112903903,
Fax: +94 112913857
Email: info@kln.ac.lk
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Relevant Departments of Provincial Councils
Universities with Departments of Sociology, Social Anthropology, Archaeology,
Language and cultural studies, Sinhala, Tamil, Colleges of Aesthetic Such as Sri Palee,
Swami Wipulananda and University of the Visual and Performing Arts
NGOs and Professional Organizations
University libraries with palm-leaf collections
a. University of Peradeniya
b. Institute of Indigenous Medicine
Private Sector Entrepreneurs / Projects / Partnerships
Local level community organizations (small groups of knowledge holders / schools of ICH
practitioners / gurukula)
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Annex II. National Policy of Traditional Knowledge and Practices
In addition to the above mentioned National Cultural Policy there is a draft National Policy
of Traditional Knowledge and Practices, prepared by the Biodiversity Secretariat of the
Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources.
1) Title of the Policy: National Policy of Traditional Knowledge and Practices and Strategies
(Final Draft)
2) Purpose of the Policy:
I. Identification, collection, preservation and promotion of sustainable use of
traditional knowledge and practices
II. Equal and reasonable distribution of the benefits accrued through the use of
traditional knowledge and practices
III. Respect, make available benefits and ensure protection to trustees and users of
traditional knowledge and practices
IV. Provision of institutional framework, legal powers and resources to facilitate the
coordination and implementation of relevant specific programmes for the
preservation and use of traditional knowledge and practices
3) Common Strategies for the Preservation of Traditional Knowledge and Practices:
I. Make all the sectors understand that it is a national need to preserve traditional
knowledge and practices and inclusion into sectoral policies and plans activities
that use traditional knowledge
II. Documenting documentable traditional knowledge and practices using a suitable
common methodology in order to preserve it and collection and preservation of
non documented knowledge
III. Identifying geographical areas where traditional knowledge and practices are
concentrated and collection and preservation of such knowledge and practices.
Minimize development activities that may harm the knowledge culture in such
specific areas.
IV. Study the preservation of traditional knowledge and practices in regional
communities of the world with a view to decide whether such methodologies
are suitable to this country and to use them in the preservation of traditional
knowledge and practices
V. Establishment of a national centre with all necessary facilities for the
preservation, use and promotion of traditional knowledge and practices
VI. Establishment of language laboratories to preserve local languages and folk usage
that form the foundation of traditional knowledge
VII. Establishment of a central data system for the preservation of local languages and
folk usage
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Among other things, the Policy contains sections on strategies for the use of traditional
knowledge and practices, strategies for the exchange of traditional knowledge and
practices, strategies for the use of benefits achieved from traditional knowledge and
practices, institutional strategies for the preservation and sustainable use of traditional
knowledge and practices, socio-economic strategies for the preservation of traditional
knowledge and practices, strategies for education and promotion of traditional knowledge
and practices and strategies for legal protection of traditional knowledge and practices.
It is the opinion of the learned people that in order to enhance the process of developing
and safeguarding cultural policies and systems, first of all a clear definition of cultural
heritage is needed. Any cultural policy should be based on such a definition. The definition
should cover both tangible and intangible aspects of culture. The definition should be
formed taking into consideration all sorts of cultural activities and practices of the country.
Similarly, the national cultural policy should be an outcome of close coordination among
different stake holders dealing with cultural heritage. This will avoid unnecessary
duplication in developing and safeguarding endeavors. Cultural diversity in multi- ethnic,
multi- religious, multi- lingual society in Sri Lanka should be clearly articulated in the
national cultural policy of the country. Participation of masses in all such groups in
developing and safeguarding cultural activities can be ensured through such a strategy.
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Annex III. Proposed Classification of Traditional Knowledge Systems
01. Arts and crafts
music / dancing / painting / sculpture / carving / pottery / weaving / masks / carpentry
/ fabrics / jewelries / blacksmith / foundry
02. Medical system and healthcare
preventive and primary healthcare / traditional medical system / psycho-social care /
long term care / ritualistic healing / spiritual healing / home remedies / self-care /
veterinary / manufacturing / implements: instruments. Apparatus, devices / raw
materials: medicinal plants, minerals, animal
03. Food and culinary
cousins / spices and condiments / items / habits / wrapping and packing / nutrition and
health foods / implements: instruments, apparatus, devices
04. Agriculture and farming systems
pastoral system / animal husbandry / propagation / seed protection / preparation of land
/ cultivation / harvesting / post harvesting / pest management / storing / agroforestry /
irrigation / implements: instruments, apparatus, devices
05. Architecture and constructions
houses / temples / horticulture / city / monuments / pools
06. Martial arts
bare hand / weapons / mixed / other
07. Social institutions / community development
networking and stratification / labor management / employment / human resource
management / conflict resolution / poverty alleviation / power sharing / lobbying / social
recognition
08. Literature and language
religious / science and technology / culture / customs / rituals / administrative / poetry /
idioms / proverbs / folk poetries / puzzles / folk stories / beliefs / customs / palm leaf
manuscripts
09. Law and governance
legislation system / government / agreements / portfolio / defense system / warfare
strategy
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10. Sports and entertainment
indoor games / field sports / cultural / religious / rules / customs / implements /
instruments / apparatus / devices
11. Transport
navigation and shipping / land transport / tracks / pathways
12. Learning systems and pedagogics
Institutional / public / collective / schools / personal / individual / family / IPR protection
13. Social life
family / kinship / relationships: love and intimacy / birth / puberty / marriage / family
planning / death / funeral / costumes / jewelries / livelihoods
14. Disaster management and climate change
famine / droughts / floods / epidemics
15. inscriptions and artifacts
in natural environment / in national custody / in foreign custody
16. Communication and expressions
vernacular usage / dialects / collective / group / interpersonal / expert / professional /
public preaching / counseling / guiding / royal / noble / public / secret (encoded)
17. Natural resource management
water / land / forest and wildlife / marine / mining (minerals / gems) /traditional
boundaries
18. Festivals / ceremonies and pilgrims
religious / cultural / locally bound / community based
19. Trade and commerce
Industries / income generation (NTFP collection etc.) / money / measuring units / lending
and saving ; banking system
20. Worldview
cosmology / astronomy / omens / dreams / Ethics / gods / divines / local deities / their
abodes / demons / devils / ghosts/ other supernatural forces / black magic / sorcery /
auspicious times / evil eye / evil word / life-casting (astrology / sooth saying)
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Presentation 2

Status of Analogue Materials and Conservation Methods
in the State Ministry of Cultural Affairs
Mr. W.A.D.S. Gunasinghe ｜Additional Secretary, State Ministry of Cultural Affairs
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Presentation 3

Project on Digitizing Analogue Materials and Future Plans
for the Conservation
Mr. K.D.L. Sunanda ｜Engineer, Digital Archive,
Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation

1. Consisting Analogue Media and Estimated Content Hours




500 Hours of Audio Cassettes
15 Hours of Magnetic Audio Tapes
100 Hours of Beta-Cam Video Tapes

2. Digitization of Audio and Video






All 500 hrs of Audio Cassettes can be preserved
○ Two working Cassettes Players are available
○ Prior to digitization, physical restoration is needed for sticky tapes and fungus
removal and the services can be outsourced for unit price
○ Finally the digitized materials will be categorized and meta-data will be
entered.
All 15 hrs of Magnetic Audio Tapes can be preserved
○ Two working Magnetic Audio Tape Players are available
○ Prior to digitization, physical restoration is needed for sticky tapes and fungus
removal and the services can be outsourced for unit price
○ Finally the digitized materials will be categorized and meta-data will be
entered.
All 100 hrs of Beta-Cam Video Tapes can be preserved
○ Beta-Cam Video Tape Players are not available and will be hired from
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government corporation for daily unit price
○ Finally the digitized materials will be categorized and meta-data will be
entered.

3. Present State of the Folk Music Conservation Library
3.i. member of FMCA Staff
•
•

•

•

•

Head of Digital Archive
Technical Officers for Digitization
○ Audio
○ Video
○ Photo
Meta-data Entry Officers for 3 Languages
○ Sinhala
○ Tamil
○ English
Meta-data Translating Officers
○ Sinhala to English
○ Sinhala to Tamil
Library Officer for Meta-data Verification

3.ii. Work-flow at Present
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Storage Server of 24TB
○ Video Editing
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▪ Outdoor and Indoor Digital Video Recordings
○ Audio Editing
▪ Outdoor and Indoor Digital Audio Recordings
○ Workstations of Digitization
▪ Analogue Materials of Audio, Video and Photo Collections
○ Meta-data Verification
▪

TXT and RTF Meta-data entries
- Sinhala Language
- Tamil Language
- English Language
○ Consumers and Guest Users
○ Connectivity to a Future Backup Server

3.iii. Available Equipment Setup of FMCL








Two Microsoft Windows Workstations for Audio Editing and Digitization
○ Audio Cassette Player and Magnetic Audio Tape Player for each
An Apple Mac Workstation for Video Editing
A Microsoft Windows Workstation for Photo Editing and Digitization
Two Microsoft Windows Workstations for Meta-data entry
A Microsoft Windows Workstation for Meta-data Verification
Two in-site Microsoft Windows Workstations for Consumers and Guest Users
A Network Attached Storage Server
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4. Minimum Equipment Requirements for the Project



Off-site Mirror Backup Server for the safety of the data
Beta-Cam Video Player needs to be hired for digitize 100 hrs of Beta-Cam Video
content

5. Training Programs for Analogue Materials Digitization
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Training of Audio Software and Methods on “Professional Digital Audio
Restoration and Production” (8 days)
Training of Video Software and Formats on “Professional Non-Linear Video
Production” (8 days)
Training of Office Software and Database on “Microsoft Office (Word / Excel /
Access) and Basics of Data-processing” (8 days)
Training of Digitization Process on “Audio Cassette and Magnetic Tape
Digitization and Restoration” (8 days)
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6. Plans and Improvements for the Future Developments









Asynchronous work-flow of Editing, Digitization, Record Entries and Verification
processes
Central web server based Archive Management System
○ Finds contents easily by any property or properties of the media
○ Preview quality watermarked content access for guest users
○ Controlled indirect access for the Main Storage for more safety
Database System instead of File Based Meta-data
○ More efficient and quick data searching
○ Easy to modify and review
○ Keeps the states of contents (published, waiting to verify, newly added etc)
○ Easy to Backup, Import and Export
○ More accuracy for data entries
Storage Access Control System
○ Defines User-level access control for extra layer of security
○ Daily backups of all the Database in the Main and Backup Servers
Access Control Proxy and Firewall
○ Insures the internal data security within Internet standards
○ Isolates outside world from the system
○ Keeps a record of who-accessed-what-and-when
○ SSL / TLS capability for two way secured communication
○ Controls regional access grants around the globe
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Presentation 4

Project on Digitizing Analogue Materials and Future Plans
for the Conservation
Mr. Dilip Kumara ｜In Charge of FMCL, SMCA

Project Outcome
The Folk Music Conservation Library has acquired analog technical data (Cassettes, Spools
and Disks) collected from the State Ministry of Cultural Affairs and the institutions which
are coming under the purview of the Ministry such as the Department of Cultural Affairs,
the Tower Hall Theatre Foundation and the Department of National Archives. The running
time of this data collection is around 615 hours approximately. The final outcome
materials are expected to be digitalized with its natural condition. It comprises of digital
files and metadata fit with them.
The project outcome or the digital data collection is a trouble-free collection to use. It is
spick and span as well as detailed. It takes a minimum period of time if needs any further
editing. This project outcome is not only a collection of digital files, but comprises of a
story full of history of folk arts which are bound with the lifestyles of folk artists who were
living in the early era and going to rack and ruin with the rapid socio - economic
transformation Further, it demonstrates the cultural diversity of aesthetics and arts within
a multi-cultural dynamism in a multinational country like Sri Lanka. In brief it is an AudioVideo heritage of the country.
Audio-Video Collection
 The below mentioned steps are to be taken to conserve this Audio-Video heritage
as well as its promotion.
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The steps are to be taken to prepare a series of Audio-Video programs by editing
the selected folk music items from the Audio-Video data collection under the
digital technology.
Creating of an Audio-Video collection according to the policy framework of the
Ministry while promoting the linkages with the regional intangible heritage
institutions supported by UNESCO.
Publishing of the quarterly magazine by analyzing the importance of this folk
music items and information related to artists.

Distribution
It is a timely need to popularize this heritage other than the retaining. Accordingly the
methods are to be applied to share this heritage for effective needs under the standards in
regional, national and international levels.
Beneficiaries
01) Students of the cultural centers, which are coming under the State Ministry of Cultural
Affairs, resource persons and villagers.
• Number of ongoing cultural centers at present - 174
• Students - 48695
• Teachers - 947
02) School children and teachers
• National and provincial schools
03) University students and lecturers
• Number of universities - 22
04) Individual researchers, artists
05) Journalists
06) Other

Hold Ceremonial Events
1) Entertainment program series
Conduct of entertainment program series of selected attractive items. It can be carried out
by using the talents of modern and traditional artists according to a well planned
procedure for audiences which selected on occasions.
Demonstrative singings will be presented. We hope to present this event for the first time
in centres basis. This entertainment program series will be held at 2 selected cultural
centres in a district and it will be proceeded island wide. Theatres of the cultural centre
are used for this purpose and the participation of students, parents and appreciators will
be expected as the audience.
Normally, discussions are held with relevant artists and organizers by the folk music
library prior to carry out the field recordings which are in progress. A live entertainment
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program is to be presented to the community for more effectiveness of the said occasion. It
will be conducive to the success of later field recordings.
An agreement has been made to conduct entertainment program series by using folk
music items for school communities in the basis of educational zones with the
contribution of the Eastern Music Branch of the Ministry of Education. It is to be launched
in the year 2016.
2) Folk Music Hut
Steps will be taken to enhance knowledge and attitude of the general public and the school
children on folk music by setting up folk music hut at annual literary arts festivals
organized by the government and other music festivals conducted by non – governmental
organizations. In addition to this arrangements
 A small stage will be erected paving the way for school children and the children
from cultural centers to present folk music items live.
 Opportunity will be given to everybody who wishes to perform on these stages
irrespective of their age.
 Measures will be taken to record these folk music items in parallel to the
performance.
3) Reproduction of folk music symphony
Under this event, steps will be taken to play and display indigenous and traditional
melodies in the digital data collection in the presence of young creative musicians. Then,
this collection is to be modernized incorporating their views too. Under proper guidance
in to the reproduction. This means that the process will be carried out giving
consideration to the intention of the present music fans. Then, it will be more attractive to
the younger generation. If is expected to select musicians for the task by extending an
open invitation. The criteria required for the selection process will be formulated by the
advisory board of the Folk music Conservation Library.
4) Monthly Symposium
Under this item, scholars, critics and artist will have a dialogue on indigenous and
traditional folk music, its melodies and other intangible heritage dements. They will
further discuss how these treasures are used for physical and mental healthiness of the
masses. These dialogues too, will be recorded using digital technology.
5) Publicity through Mass Media and Social Media
The necessity of using current popular and attractive Mass Media and Social Media,
besides traditional Media, to transmit the digitalized collection of intangible heritage
elements conserved by the Folk music Conservation library has been arisen. It is due to the
meaning of modern technology with almost all the aspects of the Sri Lankan folk life which
is modernizing rapidly.
• Total population of Sri Lanka – 20.3 Million
• Total number of national newspapers published daily and weekly – 44
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•
•
•

Total number of radio channels – 65
Total number of TV channels – 20
Total number of internet users – 4.5 Million

Total number of mobile phone users – 20.8 Million (One hundred and twenty mobile
phones per every hundred individuals)
Taking the above situation in to consideration it is expected to disseminate this collection
of intangible heritage under several steps.
1. Issue a notification compile column articles and feature articles for print media.
2. Initiate a radio program with the Sri Lanka Broadcasting Service or other private
radio channel
3. Introduce a mobile community radio station
A mobile radio station will be established. Technological facilities may be procured for a
live broadcast which covers a selected geographical area. (An area of 8 – 10 Sq. Km) Skill
full young persons and school children in the area will be selected as announcers and
other communicators. This broadcasting service may be used to transmit educational and
entertainment programs on intangible heritage in addition to the folk music items that
have been conserved. The Folk Music Conservation Library has previously broadcast such
a trial program.
4. Seek opportunity combine with a current television program which telecast
cultural aspects of the country.
5. Use the website maintained by the state ministry of cultural affairs efficiently and
seeks opportunity to combine with the social media.
6. Create a separate website for the Folk Music Conservation Library in the end.
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Presentation 5

Cooperative Efforts towards the Digitization of
Audiovisual Material on ICH in the Asia-Pacific Region
Ms. Cha Boyoung ｜Section Chief, Information and Research Section, ICHCAP

1. Information-related Responsibilities of ICHCAP
The International Information and Networking Centre for Intangible Cultural Heritage in
the Asia-Pacific Region under the auspices of UNESCO (hereinafter ICHCAP) is a
specialized international organization established in Korea based on the agreement
between the Korean government and UNESCO. ICHCAP’s core function concerns
information and networking in the field of ICH, and the support project of digitizing
materials on ICH is among the center’s flagship projects.
‘Information’ and ‘networking’ are two central functions and methodologies towards
achieving ICHCAP’s purpose of establishment. In essence, its role is to disseminate
information required for safeguarding ICH through various networks.
The core functions of information and networking are ultimately aimed at protecting ICH
across the Asia-Pacific region and enhancing relevant capacity among member states in
the region. To this end, ICHCAP’s information activities consist of collecting, managing and
distributing the data necessary for safeguarding and transmitting ICH in the 48 member
states across the Asia-Pacific, and to use information technology to support member
states’ efforts towards safeguarding ICH or enhancing transmission capacity.
In order to achieve these roles and objectives, ICHCAP has implemented a variety of
projects over the past five years. These projects include various information-related
efforts such as surveys of the current situation in each country on safeguarding ICH,
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organization or analysis of collected materials, video documentation, management of
websites, production of publications, development of digital contents, etc.
Furthermore, ICHCAP maintains an interest in enhancing the accessibility of information,
as well as its conventional role of collecting information, particularly for the purpose of
generating and disseminating useful information. Comprising the theme of this workshop,
the digitization of materials on ICH is a hugely meaningful project in terms of raising the
profile of ICH and enhancing public awareness towards ICH, by producing existing
materials into more accessible forms and thereby creating the opportunity for a greater
number of people to encounter such works.

2. Digitization and Materials on ICH
Since ICH is practiced by individuals and susceptible to natural changes through different
periods, documentation is a vital aspect. Documentation in any form allows the trends of
changes in ICH or at least indirect experiences of the old forms (or sounds) of traditional
practices that have since ceased to be transmitted. However, the evolution of media has
led to the prevalence of issues regarding materials documented using conventional
analogue methods, such as being unable to confirm the contents or suffering damage
through a poor environment. Therefore the support project for the digitization of ICHrelated materials essentially includes the conversion of materials produced using analogue
methods into digital formats. However, it does not solely connote the process of digital
conversion.
The lesson gained through experiences of the past several years is rather that there is a
multitude of matters to be considered before and after the digitization process, from the
surveying of relevant materials to their utilization. With regards to this aspect, countries
that had also been involved in pursuing this project in the meantime have expressed their
satisfaction towards the workshop held prior to the commencement of the digitization
process, since the workshop presented the opportunity to collect a diverse range of
information and solidify specific plans. Moreover, the same reason may be behind the
ceaseless requests for similar workshops in the process of conducting collaborative
projects with member states.
Analogue materials, which had hitherto been the main target of this project, had been
exposed to the risk of damage or loss due to various domestic factors including
inappropriate management, lack of interest, and even climate change. Although target
materials had included precious materials with the ability to convey the forms or sounds
of ICH from two, three or even six decades in the past, such materials were found to be
under near-helpless threat of loss in many cases due to issues such as those pertaining to
their preservation environment. In particular, the Asia-Pacific region is home to a
multitude of materials at irrevocable states of damage and disrepair, and analogue
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materials whose contents have not even been verified. Despite the fact that such records
were made under the judgment that their contents were worth the efforts to document
them, it is a source of frustration that there is little accurate information remaining in
many cases.
However, some consolation can be derived from the fact that this project has begun to
raise the awareness towards the importance of materials on ICH, and the increasing
number of cases in which collections based on the resulting products are being utilized.
Indeed, the number of inquiries on the digitization of materials on ICH and the frequency
of requests to utilize the resulting products are gradually rising. In this respect, the active
utilization and wide-reaching promotion of resulting products remains a pressing task.
ICHCAP is broadening its services, introducing an e-knowledge center on its website and
publicly providing digitized audio sources. On the other hand, a matter of greater
importance is to consider issues such as the opportunities for the utilization of
aforementioned materials in each relevant country or the systematic organization and
continuous management of digitized materials.

[Audio sources of traditional Mongolian music, publicly provided in the e-knowledge center]
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3. ICHCAP’s Digitization Support Project for Materials on ICH
ICHCAP has been advancing its project of supporting the digitization of materials on ICH
since 2011. To date, the project has been conducted as bilateral projects, selecting one
country each year to support the digitization process. The selection of the partner country
is ultimately decided by the UNESCO regional office in consideration of factors such as the
relevant state’s commitment to the project and its urgency.
Countries in which the project has been conducted since 2011 and the subsequent
outcomes are summarized in the table below.
Year
20112012

Target Country
Mongolia

Partner
Mongolia
Foundation for
the Protection of
Natural and
Cultural Heritage

20122013

Solomon
Islands

20132014

Vietnam

Solomon Islands
National
Museum
Vietnamese
Institute for
Musicology

20142015

Uzbekistan

2015
(ongoi
ng)

Sri Lanka

Uzbek
Republican
Scientific and
Methodological
Center of Folk Art
Sri Lanka State
Ministry of
Cultural Affairs

Project Outcomes
Digitization of 900 pieces of magnetic tape (audio
source)
Production and distribution of CDs containing
collections comprising 128 songs
Broadcasting of traditional Korean music channels (Lee
Yong-sik’s Music Tour of Asia) and MBC Radio
(Traditional Music of the World)
ICHCAP website service (e-knowledge center)
Digitization of 100 pieces of U-Matic video tapes

Digitization of 900 pieces of tape reel (audio source)
Production of CDs containing audio source collections in
progress (containing 87 songs)
ICHCAP website service (e-knowledge center) planned
Digitization of 360 hours of magnetic tape (audio
source) and 77 rolls of 35mm film in progress
ICHCAP website service (e-knowledge center) planned
Production and distribution of audio or visual collections
planned
Digitization of 500 hours of tape reel (audio source)
planned
Production and distribution of audio collections planned
Broadcasting agreement with publicly-owned radio
station in Sri Lanka

[Countries receiving digitization support and project outcomes]
When the project office is initially determined, ICHCAP begins working-level talks with the
government of the target country, which consists of discussions on the selection of the
specialist organization to be responsible for project implementation, and the relevant
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materials. During the working-level talks, Sri Lanka broadened the scope of subject
material by beginning with the collection held by the Folk Music Conservation Library
under the State Ministry of Cultural Affairs and gradually including materials from other
institutions. Furthermore, participating organizations and experts from Sri Lanka have
been selected for the purposes of this project. Although certain projects may draw subject
materials and project participants solely from a single organization, in most cases a project
team is formed, comprised of experts from various domestic institutions. In the case of Sri
Lanka, the State Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Folk Music Conservation Library, universities
and public broadcasters are scheduled to cooperate in implementing the project. In this
respect, the project is at once both a bilateral project between ICHCAP and each country,
as well as a network project that inevitably necessitates domestic collaboration.
Furthermore, opportunities such as this workshop are expected to encourage experts
from Korea and Sri Lanka to share their experience and learn each other’s knowhow, as
well as the invigoration of expert networks in both countries.

4. Enhancement of Digitization Capacity
As mentioned previously, the digitization support project does not simply support the
digitization process by itself. The digitization in this business is conducted directly by each
country. Naturally, faster and easier ways exist. However, taking such measures despite
the risk of greater increase in time and money requests is due to the importance of
‘enhancing the capacity of member states.’
Since it is important for the state to continue such activities even after the end of the
digitization support project, each country is requested to use domestic manpower for the
digitization process, despite the greater length of time required. Although the process was
met with many challenges, the projects up to that point may be seen as valuable outcomes
of the efforts of member states.
During our visit to Colombo, Sri Lanka in July of last year, the State Ministry of Cultural
Affairs in Sri Lanka had already been engaged in multifaceted efforts towards this project,
such as inviting scholars in the field of ICH and broadcast station experts with abundant
technical knowhow and experience, as well as the deployment of internal technical
manpower. This is one of the reasons why the digitization of materials on ICH in Sri Lanka
is already anticipated to yield positive results.
The digitization support project utilizes information and communication technology to
safeguard ICH. When facing the question of the potential roles of ICT, one of the prevailing
answers may be that such technology serves to enhance the profile of ICH. Enhancing the
profile and utilization of ICH is directly related to raising public awareness, and since ICT
may be used towards this objective, it constitutes a close correlation and may also be said
to comprise an aspect of safeguarding activities.
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Currently at an early stage, this collaborative project faces tasks such as the utilization and
management of digitized materials and the improvement of workshops, although this
workshop is expected to provide an opportunity to share valuable information and
develop specific project plans. In this respect, there is an anticipation for the
establishment of a basis upon which the various forms of ICH in Sri Lanka may be shared
with a greater number of people.
A popular Korean proverb proclaims that glass beads only become jewelry when strung
together, meaning that good things may become needless when used inappropriately. This
maxim would appear to be rather fitting to the character of our collaborative projects.
Since the precious glass beads (materials) containing ICH have now been found, it remains
to be seen as to which kinds of jewelry shall be crafted from them.
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Presentation 6

Cases of Safeguarding and Archiving Analogue AudioVisual Material at the National Intangible Heritage Center
Mr. Choi Yeon-Gyu ｜Archiving Section Chief, Research and Archiving Division,
National Intangible Heritage Center

Importance of Audiovisual Documentation towards Intangible Cultural
Heritage
Cultural heritage assets are difficult to restore once damaged, and therefore the
establishment of records on their preservation and transmission is of vital importance. In
particular, since intangible cultural heritage are comprised of cultural products without
fixed form, such as plays, music, dances, crafts and techniques, documenting their
characteristics to be accessible at all times is a crucial task in the interest of their
protection and transmission. The idea that the death of practitioners of intangible cultural
heritage (human treasure) may result in the total extinction of the skill and techniques,
towards which entire lives have been dedicated, constitutes a national loss and a loss for
intangible cultural heritage of the entire world beyond a matter of personal loss and
sorrow.
In order to continue and develop traditional culture, it is important to produce detailed
audio-visual records on the history, transmission trends, and transmission activities of
intangible cultural heritage to prevent the extinction of the traditional legacy of intangible
cultural heritage due to trends such as rapid urbanization, industrialization, and the
introduction of Western culture, and to systematically collect and organize relevant
records to be preserved and managed to allow their widespread utilization.
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Plans for the Establishment of a Digital Archive of Intangible Cultural
Heritage
The protection, restoration, and future transmission of intangible heritage in their original
forms requires the systematic collection and documentation of related materials, and the
transition towards a system of digital management and services regarding the permanent
preservation and diverse usage of existing analogue materials. Due to the widespread
distribution of digital devices in the modern era, the majority of documented materials are
being generated and disseminated in digital formats from the initial production stage,
while existing analogue records such as photographs, audio tapes, and video tapes
accumulated through previous intangible heritage documentation projects face the need
for digital conversion as a permanent means of protection against damage and
degradation. Furthermore, a shift in the method of data management and related services
towards a digital archive system is also necessary for the utilization of various forms of
cultural content resources and documented resources of intangible cultural heritage as
resources of national knowledge-based industries.
To this end, the National Intangible Heritage Center continues to collect archive materials
by purchasing the works of practitioners of important intangible cultural heritage and
accepting donations of bequeathals, while procuring equipment for the operation and
related services of digital archives, such as equipment for digital format conversion, nonlinear editing, computing, and back-up tasks, and establishing a system for the
management and related services regarding the digital archives. In the future, the center
plans to strengthen its archive function to a standard suitable for the body responsible for
the overall implementation of policy regarding intangible cultural heritage, by collecting
documented information resources on intangible heritage from the entire country, to be
digitally converted and permanently preserved in documented formats, and by
establishing and operating a digital archive hub of intangible heritage, which would
provide researchers and the general public in Korea and abroad with a database on
academic, research and knowledge information, as well as contents to be utilized in
various performances, exhibitions, and education in the field of art and culture.
Digital Archiving of Analogue Materials
Gathered through independent production, collection and external transfers, audiovisual
materials in the possession of the National Intangible Heritage Center include a diverse
range of storage formats (17 types in total) such as 16mm film, audio tape reels, 8mm
audio cassette tapes, HDV/DV tapes, LP records, LaserDisc, Betamax (analogue, digital, HD,
Full HD), digital Betacam (analogue, digital, HD, Full HD), Betacam SP (analogue, digital,
HD, Full HD), VHS tapes, CD-R, DVD, HDD archives, etc., while the archived materials
comprise donated or loaned physical materials, materials on performances, exhibitions or
events, documented or researched materials, which have been collected, produced,
transferred, or replicated, as outlined in Table 1.
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Category
Donated or loaned artifacts

Performances or exhibitions
Research

Documentation

Transfer or replication of public
records

Event-related material

Records by transmission group

Archive Subject
Possessions/bequeathals from practitioners of intangible
cultural heritage
- 5,667 practitioners of 132 government-designated fields, 1,003
practitioners of 491 city- or province-designated fields
Materials collected by researchers and experts of intangible
cultural heritage
Materials on permanent and special exhibitions at the center,
materials on planned or special Saturday performances
Research outcomes such as a survey on current transmission
status (voluntary study, periodical study, comprehensive study,
basic study), etc.
Outcomes of projects such as the documentation of Important
Intangible Cultural Heritage, transcription of oral information,
etc.
Assessment of intangible cultural heritage skills and crafts,
documentation of open events by practitioners
Materials created or collated by relevant institutions such as the
Korean
National
Archives,
KTV,
Cultural
Heritage
Administration, etc.
Outcomes of research by central or local governments,
museums, universities, etc.
Records of events such as the International Intangible Heritage
Film Festival, support projects in the field of intangible cultural
heritage, etc.
Records of transmission and relevant education at transmission
training centers (128 locations in total)

<Table 1. Materials subject to archiving by the National Intangible Heritage Center>
The storage formats of audiovisual materials (analogue and digital) collected through the
above-described methods are placed under numerous restrictions in terms of their
permanent preservation and utilization, and therefore require a process of hard disk
recording and editing using format conversion and digital editing equipment as outlined in
Tables 2 and 3 below.
Category

Video

Item

Model/Standard

1/2" Multi Format VCR

Sony HDW-M2000, RMM-131
(Digital BETACAM, MPEG IMX, BETACAM SIX,
BETACAM SP Support)

6mm Multi Format VCR

Sony DSR-2000A
(DVCAM/DVCPRO/DV format player)

HDV VCR

Sony HVR-M35N
(6mm based HDV Player)

VHS VCR

Sony DVD/VHS
(VHS Tape, DVD Player)
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Audio

image

Cassette recorder

Tascom 202MK5

LP player recorder

Teac LP-R500

CD recorder

Tascom CD-RW901 SL

Audio mixer

Yamaha O1V96 VCM

Monitor Speaker

Yamaha HS50M

Head phone

Sony MDR-7506

Flat board scanner (A4)

MicroTekArtixScan F2

Photographic film scanner (A3 flat
board)

MicroTekScanMaker 9800XL+

<Table 2. Analogue media conversion equipment at the National Intangible Heritage
Center>
Category

H/W

Item

Model/Standard

Server for editing

Mac Pro, 2.7GHz, 12Core, 64GB

Monitor for editing

Apple Thunderbolt Display 27inch

Storage

NA762TB 24 Tera Thunderbolt 2

Speaker

Bose Compainon 2 Ⅲ

Optical storage

slim portable Blu-Ray writer SE-506CB

Interface

AJA IO 4K

Burning software

Roxio Toast 12 pro
Apple Final Cut Pro X

Editing software

Apple Compressor
Adobe CS6 Master Collection

S/W
Video editing

Sony Vegas 13

Audio editing

Sony Sound forge 11

Image editing

Adobe CS 6.0 Design Std.

<Table 3. Digital editing equipment at the National Intangible Heritage Center>

Hard Disk Recording of Video Material
The hard disk recording of video materials takes place through the following process; the
original analogue or digital video material is converted into electronic signals, and
recorded onto the hard disk of a computer equipped with a capture board in accordance
with the chosen encoding method.
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→

→

Video
material

Electronic
signal

Video media

DigiBeta deck

Capture board

Common types of storage formats for video materials are as follows.
Format
Betacam

Characteristics and functions
Compact VCR camera with integrated
recorder in the camera unit

VHS (Video Home System)

Video recording and playback using
cassette tapes

HDCAM

HD digital Betacam, featuring support for
bit-rate of 440Mbit per second

16mm film

Film width of 16mm and length of 1 foot
contains 40 frames, significantly greater
than 35mm film
Film width of 36mm, featuring four film
holes per frame on each side

35mm film

Image

Video materials are produced based on standards for DVD usage, encoding VHS into .avi
format, and HDCAM, Betacam, 16mm and 35mm film into .mov (preservation-purpose)
format, using h.264 codec, 48,000Hz bit depth, two-channel or above, NTSC video
standard (United States, Japan, etc.), screen resolution of 1,920 x 1,080 or above (in cases
where the original video was recorded in HD resolution), or 720 x 484 or below (in cases
where the original video was recorded in standard resolution or below).
Hard Disk Recording of Audio Material
The hard disk recording of audio materials takes place through the following process; the
original analogue or digital audio material is converted into electronic audio signals, and
recorded onto the hard disk of a computer equipped with an audio editing program.
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Audio media

→

→

Audio
material

Electronic
signals
Audio deck

Sound forge

Common types of storage formats for audio materials are as follows.
Format
Cassette tape

Tape reel

LP

Characteristics and functions
A tape reel and a system to ensure
smooth tape playback enclosed
within a single case, which is
designed to be easily installed in a
tape recorder
A term referring to the tape wound
around the reel, to distinguish it
from cassette tapes. Produced in 1/4
inch, 1/2 inch, and one-inch reels.

Image

An analogue record with a diameter
of 30cm, played in 33+1/3 rotation,
also referred to as an album.

Archive-purpose audio materials are produced based on standards for DVD audio,
encoding sound into .wma format, which is Microsoft’s multimedia encoding extension,
using ExPCM (0xfffe) codec, 96,000Hz bit depth, 24Bit, two-channel or above. Servicepurpose audio materials are produced in .mp3 format, using 44,100Hz bit depth, 16Bit,
two-channel or above. Moreover, each audio source (sound, voices, music) is produced as
a single file recorded with a consistent, normalized sound volume. In cases where the
recording is stretched due to a fault in the original audio or the audio is damaged due to
playback errors, correction software is used to restore the sound (requires records of
correction process), and the start (intro) and end playback duration is consistently edited
to be five seconds or shorter.
Quality Assessment and Worksheet Composition
Hard-recorded video and audio files must be assessed to confirm that the encoding is in
line with the formatting and detailed production standards in terms of the file format, bit72
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rate, file name, audio synchronization, compression codec, etc., while ensuring effective
quality assessment through the composition and management of the following worksheet.
Worksheet Item
Information
on Management no.
audiovisual records
Location info.
Title
Production dept.
Playback duration
Subtitle status
Media type
Production period
Personal info.
Basic information on intangible cultural heritage
Production process

Extraction
Hard disk recording
Rendering (simple editing)
Encoding
Meta-data entry

Text entry
Matters of note or special attention

Worksheet Content
Management number of the recording
Shelf or box number of the recording
Title of the recording
Production department of the recording
Total playback duration of the recording
Subtitle status of the video recording
16mm film, VHS, Betacam, audio tape
Period of production of the recording
Page number of the recording containing
personal information
Item, category, practitioner (organization)
of intangible heritage
Date of extraction from the archive
Date and person responsible for hard disk
recording
Date and person responsible for rendering
Date and person responsible for
audiovisual encoding
Date and person responsible for meta-data
entry
Date and person responsible for text entry
Special notes on the recording for each
stage of production

Preservation and Management of Archived Materials
Once materials are archived through the digital conversion process, the original is
contained and managed in a format appropriate for the preservation of audiovisual
recordings, such as a hard disk or DVD, while back-up is conducted on a regular basis to
ensure safe preservation and management, with back-up data stored in a safe location
under minimal risk of theft or damage and facilities for heat and damp resistance.
The effectiveness of the back-up policy is enhanced through the phase-based application
of the characteristics of each storage media, including hard disks (HDD), magnetic tapes
(LTO), optical discs (DVD), etc., in consideration of the type, usage, and importance of the
materials subject to back-up. Moreover, replacement for originals and copies for actual
usage are kept in separate storage in order to enhance the convenience of search functions,
while the back-up system regarding tapes for permanent preservation are established to
be independent from internal and external services, and duplicates are stored in remote
locations to prevent loss from disasters.
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The National Intangible Heritage Center uses hard disks (HDD) with a large capacity and
random-access memory as its main storage medium, since the majority of the audiovisual
recordings in its possession is comprised of large-scale video material, while optical discs
(DVD) with less capacity are used for distribution purposes and magnetic tapes (LTO) are
used for back-up or production purposes.
Digital Archive Service
Materials in the digital archive featuring substantial utility as cultural contents are
compiled in a database and provided through the website (www.iha.go.kr), to allow open
access as an archive service system for the general public.
In order to prevent traffic overload with regards to services such as the provision of largescale video files, a storage area network (SAN) is maintained, and a streaming server is
introduced to provide users with stable, high-quality downloads of multimedia data even
under slow internet connections.
Category
Software

Component Name
Streaming engine

WAS server
Web server
DBMS
Hardware

Media
Web/WAS server
Database server
Storage

Purpose
Provides a stable, loss-free playback environment for
previews of large-scale audiovisual recordings, and
web-based or online file transfers
Program responsible for presentation logic in web
services
User service program for web-pages (HTML, etc.)
Database management program for creating, viewing,
editing and deleting databases
Server for containing and operating the streaming
engine
Server for containing and operating Web/WAS
software
Server for containing and operating the DBMS
SAN/NAS-based large-scale file storage device

<Current status of electronic equipment used for the digital archive service at
the National Intangible Heritage Center>

Reference
Guidelines for the Production of Standard Data in Documentation Projects, Cultural
Heritage Administration
Guidelines for the Establishment of Record Databases, Cultural Heritage Administration
Regulations on the Production, Collection, Management of Recordings and Operation of
Archives, National Intangible Heritage Center
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Presentation 7

Current Status of Film Archiving
Mr. Kim Bong-Young ｜ Director, Department of Planning and Administration,
Korean Film Archive

The role of a film archive is to promote and spread film culture by showing movies for
historical, educational and artistic purposes, providing facilities for research and collecting,
exhibiting and researching films.
The legal basis for the establishment of the Korean Film Archive can be found in Article 34
Paragraph 1 of the Promotion of Motion Pictures and Video Products Act, which states,
“The Korea Film Archive shall be established under the Ministry of Culture, Sports and
Tourism to collect, preserve and display film materials including motion pictures and
video products, documents related thereto, and sound materials, and to facilitate the
artistic, historical and educational development of motion pictures and video products.”
Data collection is conducted through submission of specimen copies by law, donation and
entrustment. The collected data is managed through a process of intellectual control called
“cataloging”, and the collection is registered as the asset of the archive to enable loaning
and access. The registered data is given preservation treatment and placed in a special
storage facility with appropriate humidity levels. Damaged data is restored. The archived
data is researched and utilized in various channels.
The major activities of the Korean Film Archive are as follows.
- Collection : Uncovering films not in the collection, cataloging specimen motion picture
film copies
- Cataloging : Archive management system
- Preservation and restoration : Operation of storage facilities, optical restoration of film,
digital restoration, digital archiving
- Utilization : Operation of film library, Korean Film Museum and Cinematheque KOFA
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- Research : Research publications, DVD & Blu-ray production and distribution
- Information : Korean Movie Database(KMDb), Online VOD service etc.
In collection, the archive’s main work is finding copies of lost Korean films. As of end July,
2015, there have been 7,361 Korean films made and only 5,595 of them are preserved in
the archive. With a preservation rate of 76%, there still remain over 1,700 films to be
found. Another key area is the operation of the submission of specimen film copies by law.
In order to show films in theatres, they have to be given a rating. All movies that have been
rated must have a specimen copy submitted to the Korean Film Archive. This system
allows the archive to collect newly produced movies. The system of compulsory
submission of specimen copies is recommended for all countries to safeguard and
preserve their film heritage.
We operate an archive management system for cataloging. The collected data ranges from
motion picture films to digital cinema, screenplays, posters, books, stills, magazine,
costumes and props. All of these are registered in the archive management system
“Comprehensive Information System on Motion Picture Data”.
Registered data are then put through the appropriate preservation treatment and placed
in the special storage facility. It is crucial to maintain appropriate humidity and
temperature in the storage facility. We currently operate preservation storage facilities
kept at 5‘C and 15’C respectively. We intend to operate an additional preservation 0‘C
preservation storage facility in the Paju preservation center. We also conduct digitization
and digital restoration in the cataloging and preservation process.
The archive operates a Korean Film Museum, Film Library and the Cinematheque KOFA
for the utilization of archived data. Film screenings, exhibitions, data access etc are
conducted in this space and the number of users keeps growing rapidly each year. It is
how the archive communicates with the public and has been very well received.
Projects in research include the organization of film history data, oral history projects as
well as the release of DVDs and Blu-rays. The research of film history is not only
meaningful in itself, it also contributes greatly to the collection and utilization of the
archive.
In information, the archive operates its official website(www.koreafilm.or.kr) and the
Korean Movie Database(www.kmdb.or.kr). We recently opened a mobile website as well.
This has been a short overview of the Korean Film Archive and its major tasks. Now, I
would like to discuss the archiving of analog and digital data.
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The number of digital films produced in Korea overtook the number of analog films in
2010. Digitalization took place rapidly, and the last film based production was 2013’s
<Snowpiercer>. As a result, almost all film developing studios in Korea were closed, due to
lack of business. This change in the industry has placed a new role upon the archive after
decades of existence.
Korea had faced the problem of digital cinema preservation earlier than any country in the
world, which drove fundamental change in the methods of film preservation and
restoration. Korean Film Archive had been tasked with the long term preservation of not
just analog film but also digital cinema.
While methods of analog data preservation have been tried and tested, the preservation of
digital data has not been verified for stability. The archive has to maintain a conservative
position regarding the preservation of film heritage. Thus, the Korean Film Archive is
seeking to establish its own film developing studio to replace privately run services. It is
also simultaneously implementing and operating systems related to digital archiving.
The Korean Film Archive is located in Sangam-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul. The Paju
Preservation Center is currently being built in Paju, Gyeonggi-do Province, with expected
completion in December, 2015. This center will contain all facilities related to archiving.
The basement and ground floor will be used for film developing, the 2nd floor will be used
for digitization and digital archiving and the 3rd and 4th floors will be used for special
storage of film and non-film data as well as preservation treatment.
Finally, I will discuss digitization, digital restoration, digital archiving, and the utilization
of digital archive data at the Korean Film Archive.
As theaters with the facility to screen film-based media are disappearing, the digitization
of analog film has become necessary to continue screening films in the archive. The
digitization of motion picture film begins with examining the quality of the original
negative film, and checking if there are parts that should be replaced from other types of
film such as the master positive film, dupe negative film, and print film. This step is taken
so as to acquire the best quality source, or to obtain scenes that are not included in other
versions.
Then, the film is scanned and the data obtained is manipulated via digital editing and
digital color adjustment. The sound film is picked digitally and the noise is removed. Then
the video and audio are tied together and mastered into DCP (digital cinema packages)
which can be screened on a digital projector.
Digital restoration has become the Korean Film Archive’s core project. Digital restoration
is the process in the digitization of motion picture film whereby images which have been
damaged by scratches, dust, flickering, color fading, grain and heat are restored using
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digital cleaning, image synthesizing/CG and other VFX technology. The Korean Film
Archive has been restoring 1-2 films every year since 2007 and entered the restored films
in major film festivals worldwide. Currently, the archive is working on a 2 year project to
restore the classic masterpiece of Korean cinema, “Obaltan (Misfired Bullet)”.
For the archiving of collected and digitized movies, industrial digital storage has been
installed while the data is backed up on LTO tape and the original hard disks are stored in
the special storage facilities. Other related work being conducted include the expansion of
storage capacity, data migration, system maintenance and verification of data integrity.
The digitized data is utilized in a variety of channels. DCP are screened in movie theatres
while HD formats are produced for broadcasting. DVDs and Blu-rays are also being
released. Classic Korean movies are also encoded for online streaming and serviced on
VOD platforms.
These movies can be streamed on the KMDB VOD (www.kmdb.or.kr/vod/vodMain.asp),
the archive’s Youtube channel
(www.youtube.com/user/KoreanFilm), TV Cast on Naver(tvcast.naver.com/koreanfilm), and
KMDB mobile(mobile.kmdb.or.kr).
There are many challenges to digital archiving. For eample, digital information media can
be easily damaged by physical and chemical inflence (heat, humidity, static electricity,
electromagnetic waves) while hardware and software can become outdated easily. This is
why high costs, along with stability, are key issues in the permanent preservation of digital
archives.
Nevertheless, the archive has to continue its role of preserving our contemporary heritage,
in both analog and digital forms. Meanwhile, digital archiving is also hugely rewarding, as
systematically archived digital data can be serviced to the public without temporal and
spatial limitations.
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Presentation 8

Methods for the Preservation and Digitization of Audio
and Video Records
Kim Eun-Hyung ｜ Archive Researcher, National Archives of Korea,

Pursuant to the「Public Records Management Act」, the National Archives of Korea
(NAK) collects audio visual records from public institutions and is carrying out the
preservation and digitization of records in its possession so as to ensure their safety and
enable their utilization. As the media used for audio visual records are lacking in
preservability compared to paper, this has to be based on close understanding of the
material characteristics of the media as well as preservation environment. Moreover, it is
important to convert the contents via digitization so as to be able to access the contents in
the absence of reading equipment for the media. Therefore, this resource discusses the
different preservation and digitization methods according to different audio and video
media characteristics.

І. Definition and classification of audiovisual records
1. Definition of audiovisual records
Audio visual records are recordings of audio and video on a variety media recorded in
order to document and convey the atmosphere at the field where the major
responsibilities of public institutions are being carried out.
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2. Classification of audiovisual records
Audiovisual records can be classified according to record type- video stills, video and
audio etc. They can also be classified according to the physical material of the mediumphoto film, magnetic media and optical media etc.


Classification by type
- Video stills : Developed photographs, film negatives etc.
- Video : Video tapes, motion picture films etc.
- Audio : Audio tapes etc



Classification by material
- Photo film : Still images such as developed photos, negative films, slides etc.
- Motion picture film : moving images with video and audio
- Magnetic media : Video tape and audio tape with video and audio recordings
- Optical media : CD, DVD etc with video and audio recordings



Format of audiovisual records by type
- Video : Betacam, VHS, U-matic etc. and Video CD, DVD etc.
- Audio : Cassette tape, reel tape etc. and music CD, LD etc.
- Motion picture film : Original nega, master positives, dupe nega, print, sound
Photo/Film Motion Picture Film Audio Video

Currently, the National Archives of Korea (NAK) holds about 320,000 volumes of
audiovisual records. Among these, 23,000 volumes are motion picture films, 22,000 are
audio, and 24,000 are video. The digitization rate is 33% for motion picture film, 61% for
audio and 42% for video and the process is ongoing.
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II. Characteristics of audio visual records by type
1. Motion picture film
Motion picture films can be classified into black and white or color, 8mm, 16mm, 35mm by
size, and original nega, master positive, dupe nega, sounds and printer by format.
- Original nega : Image film recorded primarily with the filming equipment, black
and white are inverted.
- Master positive : Copy of original to prevent damage to original nega film
- Black and white are not inverted on the film. - Dupe nega : Film with sound added
to master positive according to the director‘s intentions, Black and white are
inverted.
- Printer : Reproduction of dupe nega for screening in theatres.
- Black and white are not inverted on film.
1.1 Preservation case study
When handling motion picture films, protective cotton gloves must be worn and the
handler should be mindful to avoid negligent damage. Motion picture films usually consist
of many rolls and each roll should be assigned a management number. Refer to this
example with three rolls. Volume title by management number : 14th President’s visit to
the U.S.(1-1), 14th President’s visit to the U.S.(1-2), 14th President’s visit to the U.S.(1-3).
Also, motion picture films should be organized in the order of Original - Master - Dupe Print and assigned the same management number for where content is identical. The
protective casing used are cans made of polyethylene. PVC materials produce chlorine gas
that can damage film while rust in metal cans can cause film damage and should not be
used. The front and back should centrally labelled with the registration number and title
etc. for identification, and the rolls should be placed flat on the shelves during storage.
<Storage of motion picture films on shelves with protective vinyl and casing >

The National Archives of Korea has special storage shelves for the preservation of motion
picture film records. The films are protected in sealed vinyl packaging (material :
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polyethylene) and packaged together with an oxidation inhibitor in the preservation case.
They are then stored flat on the shelves for preservation. Temperature within the
preservation shelves is maintained at 0±2℃, while relative humidity is maintained at 2535%.
< Direction of pressure exerted on motion picture films in long term storage >

Horizontal

Vertical

Pressure extered on the lower part due to
long term vertical storage

2. Audio, Video (Magnetic media)
Most audio and video records are stored in magnetic media such as audio tape and video
tape. Types of audio tape include reel tape, cassette tape, and LP etc, while types of video
tape include ordinary VHS, U-matic for broadcasting and Betacam etc.
2.1 General handling methods
Magnetic media can be contaminated by sebum and other contaminants under direct
contact with human hands,
- Magnetic media should always be handled carefully.
- Always hold the protective casing during handling. Never touch the tape directly.
- Handle with lint-free gloves or washed and dried hands.
- Hold the tape by the hub (central axis) when handling or moving open reels.
- Do not bend discs and use the central hole and sides when handling.
- Use ink rather than pencils on labels.
- The carbon from pencils can transfer to the media and obstruct the reading of
tapes and discs.
- Label reuse is forbidden and they must be affixed to the protective case rather
than the magnetic tape.
- Magnetic tapes and discs must be stored in cases after use.
- Tapes should be rewound to one side after use. They should not be stored with
the tape wound halfway around both sides.
- Caution should be taken to avoid dropping or hitting the media during
transportation and specially manufactured transportation cases should be used.
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2.2 Preservation case
It is not appropriate to store magnetic media on paper or cardboard. This is because paper
and cardboard produce fine particle contaminants. Tapes should be stored in cases made
of non-magnetic material- ex)inert plastic such as polyethylene, polypropylene,
polystyrene. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) should never be used as it produces chlorine gas
that can damage media. Cases should be designed so as to hold the tape’s hub in a fixed
position, ensuring that the tape does not move. The case should be sufficiently strong to
protect the tape from physical damage, and sealable so as to shield the tape from dust. The
reels or cores used to wind the tapes should be clean and free of cracks or sharp edges.
Reels should be made of aluminum or plastics like polypropylene.
Floppy discs and diskettes should be placed in protective packaging that inhibits the
generation of static with frictionless surfaces.
2.3 Preservation environment
First, the storage location or library must be checked for the presence of magnetic fields or
magnets beyond permissible limits. All walls, floors, wiring, storage equipment and
electrical equipment must be examined. The library must be free from dust sources such
as document shredders, printers and carpets. It is also recommended to install airflow
restriction devices or keep the internal pressure slightly higher within the storage facility
so as to prevent the inflow of external dust particles.
Ideally, magnetic media should be stored in sealed metallic cabinets so as to protect them
from heat and dust. However, they can be stored in open shelves or mobile racks if an
appropriate environment can be maintained within the library. All shelves have to durable
and allow for the vertical storage of tapes and discs, Most importantly, they have to be
electrically grounded.
Magnetic media should be stored at a temperature range of 13-17℃, and relative humidity
of 35-45%. These environmental conditions must be maintained stable without large
fluctuations.
Ultraviolet exposure also accelerates damage. Lighting in the storage area should use
florescent lights with UV filters (or UV blocking lights) and should be turned off at all times
except when necessary, If there are windows, curtains or blinds should be installed.
Food and drinks should not be allowed into the shelves or storage locations, and the area
should be kept clean. As pests and rodents can damage records, food and drinks should be
prohibited so as to avoid attracting pests and rodents.
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2.4 Preservation case study
Commonly used media in the production of audio and video records are reel tapes,
cassettes, VHS tapes and Betacam. When accepting the transfer of such records for
preservation, the same protective cases (material: polyethylene etc.) provided with the
tape on purchase should be used, and both the tape and protective case should be labelled
with the title, production year, tape type and source organization on the front. They should
be organized and placed according to seasons and production year in specialized
preservation shelves for magnetic media.
<Protective casing and shelf storage of audio tapes>

⇨

⇨

Protective casing for
reel and cassettes

Audio tape originals

Shelf storage

< Protective casing and shelf storage of video tapes>

⇨

Video tape originals

⇨

Protective casing

Shelf storage

The National Archives of Korea has specialized libraries for the preservation of magnetic
media (audio tape, video tape etc.). These records are placed in the protective cases
provided together with tape purchase and organized. They are stored on shelves,
horizontally for reel tapes and vertically for cassette and video tapes in preservation.
Temperature in the preservation library is maintained at 13-17℃, while relative humidity
is maintained at 35～45%.
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3. Audio and Video (Optical media)
Advances in computer and information technologies has led to the production of audio
and video records in digital formats. These records are stored in optical media such as CDs
and DVDs for archival.
3.1 General handling methods
Optical discs can be contaminated by sebum and other contaminants through direct
contact with human hands. They should be handled under the following guidelines.
- Discs should be handled carefully.
- Lint-free cotton gloves should be worn during handling so as to avoid leaving
scratches and fingerprints on the surface.
- If handling with bare hands is unavoidable, the reflective surface of the disc
should not be touched.
- The disc should be taken out of the protective case only during use and placed
back into the protective case after use.
- Food and drinks must not be brought into locations where optical discs are used.
- Caution must be take to avoid bending discs during handling.
In the case of surface contamination by dust, contaminants or fingerprints, they can be
washed carefully to avoid permanent damaged. Dust should be carefully removed with
frictionless camera lens cleaning tissues or very soft brushes. Contaminant with oil
content or fingerprints can be removed with camera lens cleansing fluids and lens tissues.
A small amount of cleansing fluid should be sprayed on the disc surface and wiped away
with tissue. When wiping, a circular motion along the tracks is inappropriate. Instead, an
outward motion from the center of the disc to the edge should be used. This is because the
cleaning process may cause scratches and the outward motion is less damaging than
circular motion along the tracks.
3.2 Preservation casing
Optical discs are stored in protective cases known as jewel cases. This case prevents the
entry of dust and is made of inert plastic such as polyethylene, polypropylene and
polystyrene, making it suitable for long term storage. Optical discs are not stacked or
packaged together. This is because they can exert pressure on each other and cause
bending. Protective cases have hubs that hold the discs immobile and protect them from
external shocks.
Labels are not attached to the discs themselves but on the cases. Discs should not be
written on with pens or markers. This is because inks used in pens have solvents that can
damage discs while pencils produce carbon powder that can cause disc reading errors.
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3.3 Preservation environment
Optical discs should be stored in a temperature of 15±2℃, and relative humidity of
35~45%. Natural deterioration is slowed down in these conditions, and the lower the
temperature, the slower the progress of deterioration. Thus, it is important to maintain a
stable preservation environment. If humidity changes more than 10% within 24 hours or
temperature rises beyond the permissible level, it can accelerate deterioration and
increase material stress.
Materials used in optical discs are damaged much faster when exposed to ultraviolet rays.
Lighting in the library should be low UV emission lighting and kept off always except when
necessary. While libraries should not have windows, in the case of the presence thereof,
curtains and blinds should be installed.
The following guidelines should be followed to precent pests and rodents.
- Do not consume food in the libraries and storage locations.
- Keep the library floor and shelves clean.
- Conduct regular disinfection.
3.4 Preservation case study
Audio and video records contained in optical media consist of two cases- where the
original content was produced in digital formats or where the analog tapes were digitized
and compiled on optical media. Optical media can run into reading errors from the
slightest scratch or flaw on the reflective surface caused by negligence in handling.
Therefore, extreme caution should be taken in the handling of optical media.
Optical discs should be taken out from the protective case only when in use and placed
back in the protective case directly after use. The reflective surface should not be touched
during handling. The discs should be placed in the protective cases and stored on shelves
in the vertical position. Labels must not be directly applied to the optical disc and writing
on the disc with pens and markers is also forbidden.
< Protective cases and shelf storage of optical discs>

⇨

Optical disc originals
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Shelf storage
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The National Archives of Korea has specialized libraries for the preservation of optical
media (CD, DVD etc.). These records are placed in the protective cases provided upon
purchase and organized on shelves. They are stored vertically for preservation.
Temperature in the preservation library is maintained at 13-17℃, while relative humidity
is maintained at 35～45%.

III. Digitization of audio visual records
Audiovisual records stored in analog media undergo digitization according to schedule,
during which they are taken from their shelves, examined for condition and digitized using
appropriate playback equipment. The digital files thus converted according to type are
then uploaded to the National Archives of Korea records management system (CAMS) so
as to enable external usage. The descriptions of details and management data regarding
the converted files are registered in the system so as to enable easier searching. The
digitized records are also copied into storage media for safe preservation and copied on
duplicate preservation media which are distributed between the Seoul, Busan and Daejeon
archives so as to be prepared against risks such as viruses and power outages.
1. Evaluation of audiovisual media condition
Media condition is evaluated for records in the possession of record management
institutions to assign ratings for criteria such as external changes, damage, discoloration
etc. in a standardized material and damage evaluation system. The evaluations are
registered into the record management system. Form and material conditions are
evaluated by the criteria of form, material, standard, and overall damage while the subitems under damage․deterioration include case damage, edge wear and tear, scratching,
crumpling, crumbling, contraction, noise, contamination, destruction of applied layer,
spots and audio distortion. Necessary preservation measures include preservation case
compilation, cleaning, tape removal, repair, digital restoration, reproduction, media
transfer and label replacement.
2. Preservation treatment of audiovisual media
Preservation treatment is conducted to remove contaminants or mold from records to
prevent further deterioration, and physically repair or stabilize the media in its current
form so as to maximize is life. Motion picture films are regularly cleaned via rewinding and
film cleaning equipment(EXCEL-1100) and preserved by sealing together with an
oxidation inhibitor. Contaminants are removed from video tapes using cleaning equipment.
Video tapes that have developed mold are cleaned using dry methods and broken tapes
are repaired.
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3. Digitization by audiovisual media type
3.1.Motion picture film
Motion picture films are converted from analog to digital using telecine (NOVASCANNER)
equipment and color adjustment. When audio and video exist as separate films in the
target for conversion, the final file is produced by mixing the audio and video. The details
to be registered for external search include the following.
- Title, President's name, production date, location, description, key performers,
name of organization, color, media audio, standard, type of container, name of
director, ID number, subtitles, language, length, type of motion picture film etc.
The files thus digitized are converted into mkv for preservation and mpeg for utilization.
3.2. Video
Video media are converted by using the appropriate playback equipment for each typeHDCAM recorder, digibeta recorder, DVCAM recorder, VHS recorder etc. to encode the
signal output from the recorder and convert it into electronic files. The details to be
registered for external search include the following.
- Title, President's name, production date, location, description, key performers,
name of organization, color, media audio, standard, scene identification, type of
container, length, ID number, language, file size etc.
The video files thus digitized are converted into mkv for preservation and mpeg for
utilization.
3.3. Audio
Audio media are converted by using the appropriate playback equipment for each typereel tape recorder, cassette recorder, DAT recorder, MD recorder, CD recorder etc. to
encode the signal output from the recorder and convert it into electronic files. The details
to be registered for external search include the following.
- Title, President's name, production date, location, description, key performers,
length, area, language, lyricist, composer, performer, file size, name of
organization, standard, playback speed, ID number etc.
The video files thus digitized are converted into wav for preservation and mp3 for
utilization.
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[Appendix 1] Types of audio tape
Type

Cassette tape

Audio reel

Media

Characteristics
Produced in 1962
Magnetic recording tape

Produced in 1950

Long Player Record

Developed in 1948
22 minutes each side,
300mm diameter

LD

Developed in 1978
for storing motion pictures,
300mm

DAT (Digital Audio Tape)

Developed in 1987
Magnetic recording tape
4mm

CD, DVD

Developed in 1976
About 100 minutes of audio
12cm
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[Appendix 2] Types of video tape

Type

Media

Characteristics

Reel tape
(Type C - 1inch)

Produced in 1976
Open reel type

U-matic

Produced in 1970
Referred to as 3/4 inch cassette
tape

Beta-cam

Developed in 1982
1/2 inch cassette tape

Digital Beta-cam

Developed in 1993
Recording in 1/2 inch digital
compression

VHS

Developed in 1976
12.7 ㎜ Home use cassette tape

Beta-max

Developed in 1975
12.7 ㎜, Not in production since
August 2002

DVCam-MiniDV

Digital video format in use since
1996
1/4 inch (6.35 ㎜) tape
3 types miniDV,DVCAM,DVPRO
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Presentation 9

Case Study on ICH Analog Audio Data Restoration and
Database Building in Korea
Song Min-Seon ｜Chief, Intangible Heritage Promotion Division,
National Intangible Heritage Center

1. Introduction
When the Korean government enacted the Cultural Heritage Protection Act (Act No. 961)
in 1962, it established a legal institution for policies aimed at the systematic discovery,
protection and management of intangible cultural heritage. A system was created for the
designation of cultural heritage as well as the archiving and preservation of designated
heritage1.
The Intangible Cultural Heritage Research Division of the National Research Institute of
Cultural Heritage under the Cultural Heritage Administration (hereby referred to as
‘Research Division’.) had a large collection of intangible cultural heritage related audio and
video data 2 . These data consisted of recordings made during surveys to designate

1

Article 3 of the Enforcement Decree of the Cultural Heritage Protection Act (Register) states that
a register of designated cultural heritage shall be installed to archive and preserve related
matters while Article 2 of the Enforcement Decree (Measured drawings etc. of designated
heritage) states that audio recording, video recording, score, script and bearer photographs shall
be included in the register.

2

Data previously owned by the National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage, Intangible Cultural
Heritage Research Division have transferred to the Research and Archiving Division of the newly
established directly governing organization- National Intangible Heritage Center.
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important intangible cultural heritage or collected during various field research conducted
by the Research Division.
I was in charge of audiovisual data management at the Research Division in 1990. There
had been adhesion and peeling in the reel tapes containing the data, due to the poor
preservation environment, lack of personnel in charge of the archive and data aging. They
were in dire need of effective preservation means. This was why the digitization and
database construction of the archived analog audio data was planned in 1994 for
preservation and effective utilizations. This project was implemented over 2 years until
1995. The data consisted of 1,040 rolls of reel tape3 which had been produced from 1961
to 1985.
The digitization of audio data and database construction 1) aimed to convert the archived
reel tape data to digital formats so as to prevent data loss and maintain its current quality.
The conversion of reel tape was conducted by first monitoring the audio on the reel tape
and cutting them according to minor musical pieces. After cutting and digital conversion,
the minor musical pieces were edited according to themes and copied. The medium of
reproduction was the compact disc (CD). It was chosen at the time (1994~1995) as a
semi-permanent medium of data preservation which allowed for relatively easy search of
audio content. 2) A classification system for the audio data was created with each minor
musical piece assigned its own code number so as to create a database, facilitating editing
and utilization.
The following sections will describe the 2 year long process of digital conversion ,
database construction and creation of a classification system in chronological order.
Two publication projects were conducted as follow up to this project. They were the CD
releases of rare Korean traditional music recordings and the publication, System of Data
classification for Korean Traditional Music. These projects were based on the converted
and copied audio data and implemented in order to share information on Korean
traditional music with academia and the public.

3

The reel tapes containing the audio recordings were from various sources- Ampex 456(U.S.), 3M
Scotch 250 and BASF(Germany) etc. Both 2 track and 4 track (recording on the back side) were
used. Duration varied from small(600 FT, 15 min) to medium (1,200 FT, 30 min), and large(2,400
FT, 60 min).
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2. Digital conversion of audio data
The digital conversion of analog reel tape took place over two years from 1994 to 1995. In
1994, 534 rolls of reel tape were copied into 377 CDs, and in 1995, 269 rolls of reel tape
were copied into 180 CDs.
The conversion and copying of a reel tape to CD involved time taken to 1) monitor the
audio recording, 2) load the audio onto the editing program (Program used at the time:
Sonic Solution Program), and 3)edit, convert and copy the audio onto the CD. Thus, the
conversion a 60 minute long reel tape into CD took 180 minutes, or three times the
duration of the recording.
Digital conversion and copying was outsourced to a CD cutting and mastering company.
The company was selected from those who fulfilled the basic requirements of 1)
professional audio technology (mastering and production), 2) audio systems for the
conversion of reel tape to CD. This was because the process involved 1) taking the audio
recording from the reel tape which had been monitored and cut according to minor
musical pieces 2) extracting them from the reel tape and importing them to the audio
editing program 3) placing them into the CDs in sequence and according content such as
musical genre or performer, 4) and label the CD cover with the Disc title(Refer to <Table
1>, Daegum Solo 1) and track list (<Table 1>, classification No. and Music Title).
The audio conversion company was asked to follow the guidelines below in the digital
conversion of audio data from reel tapes.
1) Reproduce the audio of the reel tape 100%, but remove the noise between songs as
much as possible. Noise refers to conversation unrelated to the audio recording,
silence between recordings, and crossed lines between track selectors. However,
information related to the audio data (recording location, date, introduction to
music) are to be left in.
2) Extract and compile the music according to the provided editing information for
recording.
3) Label the CD with the title, and the cover with the contents.
4) Create a list for CD production task (<table 1>).
<Table1> CD No. 23 Daegeum Solo 1
Track No.

1

Reel No.

3-151

classification
No.

Music Title

Duration

1-1

Park Jong-gi school Daegeum Solo Gutgeori
(Daegeum: Park Jong-gi, Janggo: Baik
Jeong-bong)

02:47

Note
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2

3-117

1-2

Seo Yong-seok School Daegeum
Sanjo- Jinyang, Jungmori, Jung
jungmori, Jajinmori

28:55

10:41

3

3-040

1-3

Kang Baek-cheon School Daegeum
Sanjo- Jinyang, Jungmori, Jung
jungmori, Jajinmori (Kang Baekcheon)

----

---

---

---

--Total Time

69:16

The conversion·copying process was conducted in the 4 stages below.
1) Stage 1 : Monitoring of reel tapes to cut them according to minor musical pieces.
Monitoring was conducted by experts and graduates of Korean traditional music and
Korean music theory majors who were recommended by experts. Monitoring agents
were required to follow the guidelines below.
a) As it is important to know the entire duration of the piece as well as the cutting
points from beginning to end within the recording, the duration of each piece
should be accurately documented.
b) The audio quality of each piece should be monitored and assigned a grade such as
good or poor. The audio quality rating was very helpful in music selection later on.
c) Document each audio anomaly in the musical piece segment with timing within the
segment. For example, Youngsanjae-Shikdangjakbeob 0’ 30” : slight instability in
sound, 10’ 30” : background noise.
d) The reel no. track no., accurate title of minor musical piece, names of singer
(performer) and accompanyist, date of recording, location of recording, duration
(minutes), findings of audio monitoring, recording speed (3 3/4 speed or 7 1/2
speed etc.) and total recording time should be filled in within the checklist of task
details and quality in audio data classification.
e) As many old reel tapes have recordings on both front and back, record them as A
for the front, and B for the back.
f) Sign the checklist of task details and quality in audio data classification for the reel
tape monitored.
<Table2> Checklist of task details and quality in audio data classification

Reel
No.

1-116
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classific
ation
No.

1-1

Music Title.

Recorders

Recording
date

Recording
location

Minut
e

Qualit
y

GasaSuyangsanga

Jeong Gyeongtae Choi Youngho
(Accompanime
nt)

1974.
8.27

National
Museum
Auditoriu
m

8’ 46“

Good

CD
No
.

Not
e

Session 2

1-116

1-2

GasaYangyangga

〃

〃

〃

7’ 36“

〃

1-116

1-3

GasaCheosaga

〃

〃

〃

13’
18“

〃

----

---

---

---

---

2) Stage 2 : Compilation of minor musical pieces by genre
Reel tapes that had been monitored were then compiled according to genre or
performers and assorted into CD titles accordingly. After determining the sequence of
tracks for each CD, the total duration was documented. As shown in <Table 1> minor
pieces scattered across different tapes (3-151, 117, 040...) were compiled according to
genre (Daegeum solo) and edited to ensure that total time did not exceed 74 minutes
(69:16).
3) Stage 3 : Conversion and copying from reel tape to CD
The reel tapes were played on a reel tape deck and the audio was stored in the
computer. The stored audio were cleaned on a mixing console. Audio segments
scattered across multiple reel tapes were located, edited and compiled. The CD was
then mastered according to the edit. (When transferring the reel tapes to the audio
conversion company, receipts must be collected so as to make sure the resources do
not get misplaced)
4) Stage 4 : Production of covers and track lists for completed CD copies
The CDs were labeled with the content and covers were made for them. The covers
were proofread before printing. The covers were labelled with the serial number of
the CD and color coded according to genre for easy searching.(Ex : Court musicyellow, Folk music- blue, Shaman music and Buddhist music- violet, Important
intangible cultural heritage presentation- black etc.) The CD list was compiled on
excel and included information such as content and time.

3. Management of audio data
3.1 Creating a database
A database was created simultaneously with the conversion and copying of the audio data
so as to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the specific content and enable efficient
management.
With each track containing a minor musical piece being one database record, classification
codes, recording title, recorders, recording date, reproduction date, recording location,
duration (minutes), CD title, CD number were input into the record items. After this task
was completed, a classification system for each genre was created, with each record
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having its own classification code. The musical pieces were then sorted by classification
code.
<Table 3> Database items
Classification
code

Recording title

Recorder

Recording Date

Reproduction
Date

611 000 02

Wolmae’s Prayer in Pansori
Chunghyangga

Jo Tongdal

03/21/71

11/25/94

Recording
location

CD title

CD no.

Min

Reel
No.

Quality

National
Theatre

1st Evaluation of Initiates 2-1

124

750

4-037

Memo

Below is an elaboration of the contents of each field.
1) Classification code was determined according to the <System of Data Classification for
Korean Music>.
2) Recording title is always the title of the minor musical piece (Refer to <Table 3>,
Wolmae’s Prayer) but the medium classification details (Refer to <Table 3>, Pansori
Chunhyangga) have also been documented so as to enable search in recording title
using medium theme or medium classification. Users can access the title of the minor
musical piece by classification code and the medium classification title by the
recording title on the database.
3) Both singer (main performer) and accompanyist are to be documented as recorders.
This was left blank only when the performer could not be identified. Where there
were multiple recorders, as many names were documented as the space allowed and
the rest were documented in the Quality section.
4) Recording date was determined by referring to the existing reel tape list, or the date
written on the reel tape case, or the date recorded in the reel tape. When only the
year or month of recording was known, the default month was set as January and the
default date was set as the 1st.
5) Reproduction date is the date that the data was copied by the audio conversion
company.
6) Recording location was input only when known.
7) CD title was the name of the CD edited according to genre followed by the track
number of the musical piece. (Refer to <Table 3>, 1st Evaluation of Initiates 2-1
means that is the 1st track of the 2nd disc of the 1st Evaluation of Initiates)
8) CD number was assigned according to Korean alphabetical order of the CD titles.
9) The duration of each minor musical piece was recorded in minutes and seconds.
However, as the field format is numerical, it is expressed only in numbers. (Refer to
<Table 3>, where 7 minutes 50 secs is expressed as 750.)
10) Reel number is the management number of the reel it was originally from..
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11) The quality field is in the memo format and the audio quality of the track
(good/poor) along with audio anomalies in the track were documented in the field.
It also documented information from other fields that could not fit into the space
allotted.
<Table 4> Proportion of the various categories represented in the data
(3,395records)
Category

Number

Percentage

Category

Number

Percentage

Court music

320

9.43

Ritual music

371

10.93

Pungryubang

652

19.20

Theatre and
others

247

7.28

1,805

53.17

Total

3,395

100

Folk music

These figures show the genre characteristics of the archived music. Folk music takes up
53.17%, with 1,805 records, followed by pungryubang music with 652 records and
19.20%, ritual music with 371 records and 10.93%, court music with 320 records and
9.43%, and finally theatre and other music with 247 records and 7.28%. Thus, it can be
seen that more than half of the archived audio consisted of folk music. In folk music, folk
songs made up the majority with 680 records, followed by pansori (369 records) and
sanjo (146 records). In pungryubang music, the majority consisted of gagok (386 records).
Shaman music took up the majority of ritual music with 163 records. In court music, there
were 119 records of geosang music.
3.2 Classification
In order to make the database easily searchable, a classification method had to be
designed to classify each musical piece. Thus, we worked on developing a musical data
classification system in connection with the database.
The first proposed method of classification was based on existing discourse on the musical
characteristics of Korean traditional music, while taking into consideration the specific
characteristics of the audio data and possible problems in database usage. The first level of
classification was according to usage, with 9 larger classifications. The classification code
was structured as eight digits, ex)123-456-78. A unique classification code was assigned to
each musical piece.
As this classification method was based on musical usage, there were cases in which one
musical piece would have 2 or more uses. In this case, the 1st usage was set as the basic
usage and the piece was assigned a standard classification code according to this and
remarks were added to refer to the standard codes for the 2nd and 3rd uses.
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Each classification code was assigned a general comment (00) tag to indicate other details
that could not fit into the existing classification items. While each track basically consisted
of 1 minor musical piece, there were tracks containing 2 or more pieces. In these cases, the
piece that took up over 50% of the minor theme (000-000) was indicated in the general
comment (000-000-00), while pieces that took up less than 30% were tagged with
classification code of the 1st piece.
There was a suggestion that the data classification method should not be limited to the
archived collection but utilized as an integrated classification method used across the
entire field of Korean traditional music. Special meetings were organized to collect
opinions from various organizations on the data classification method. This was where the
problems of classification down to the level of minor musical piece title as wells as the
structure of mid-level classification 4 were raised. There were differing opinions on
classification down to the title of minor musical pieces, as the opinion that there would be
problems in going down to the smallest unit. As for mid-level classification, the majority
opinion was that they were necessary as ordinary users who do not know the titles or
those who seek to collect all data within the mid-level classification would find the
function useful.
Thus, the minor musical piece title field was left open so that related organizations could
utilize the system of data classification for Korean traditional music. It was also thought
that the mid-level classification should be included so as to facilitate usage by ordinary
people and satisfy the needs of users who desire access to culture.
There was also the opinion that folk music should be classified according to fine art
performed by professional artists and popular art performed by non-professionals.
However, this brought the question as to which historical standards should be applied in
the distinction of fine art from popular art, as the audience and performers of music
change with the times. This was also the question of whether traditional music should be
seen as a form of music practiced today or if it should be seen as a form of product of
traditional culture transmitted from traditional society. On this point, it was decided that
traditional music should be seen as a product of traditional culture and modern day
distinction of fine arts did not apply.
Thus, the classification method was decided as below. There were 5 levels of classificationlarge classification, medium classification, minor classification, micro classification, and
minor musical piece title.
1) Large classification consisted of 9 categories based on the usage and function of the
music.
4

Mid-level classification refers to medium classifications, minor classifications, and micro
classifications.
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Ex) For the piece Kim Jong-gi school gayageum sanjo jinyangjo, large classification is 5,
folk music- instrumentalⅠ
2) Medium classification is the specific type of music.
Ex) Medium classification 5-1 is (Folk music— instrumentalⅠ) Sanjo
3) Minor classification was assigned according to major musical piece title, geographical
location (city, province) or instrument.
Ex) 5-1-1 is (Folk music-instrumentalⅠ-sanjo) gayageum
4) Micro classification consisted of subcategories under the minor category, from 000 to
990, with basic units of 10.
Ex) 511-010 is (Folk music-instrumentalⅠ-sanjo-gayageum) Kim Jong-gi school
5) The minor musical piece title was placed after the large-medium-minor-micro
classifications. They were distinguished by numbers from 00 to 99.
Ex) 511-010-01 is (Folk music-instrumentalⅠ-sanjo-gayageum-Kim Jong-gi school)
JInyangjo

<Table 5> Example of audio data classification : KIm Jong-gi school gayageum sanjo,
Jinyangjo
Classification
level
Large
classification

Classification method
Folk musicinstrumental Ⅰ

Classification code

Coding method

500-000-00

5

Medium
classification

Sanjo

510-000-00

5-1

Minor
classification

Gayageum

511-000-00

5-1-1

Micro
classification

Kim Jong-gi School

511-010-00

(511)-010

Title of minor
musical piece

Jinyangjo

511-010-01

(511)-010-01

All 3,395 CD tracks in the database were thus assigned unique classification codes.
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4. Utilization of audio data
The above sections have discussed the digital conversion and reproduction of archived
audio data for effective preservation and management along with the creation of the
database and classification methods.
.
The digital conversion and reproduction project resulted in 557 CDs and a database
containing 3,395 records, enabling the efficient preservation and clear understanding of
the archived intangible cultural heritage related data, facilitating the management and
operation of resources.
One outcome of the project was the publication- System of Data Classification for Korean
Traditional Music. This was a book outlining the process by which the classification system
for the NRICH archived audio data was developed; and listing the audio data available.
System of Data Classification for Korean Traditional Music assigned classification codes to
all 3,395 records in the database and thus formed the foundation for a unified system of
classification in Korean traditional music. This book was also reviewed by Professor Kim
Young-un (“Pyramid of traditional music classification and digitization”)’,5 in the Journal
of the Society for Korean Historico-Musicology.
Another follow up project was the release of CDs containing rare musical resources for
distribution. This was conducted in order to raise the utilization of the database. Rare
resources which were judged to be the only existing resource of its kind, along with
valuable research data were selected for CD release. Many academic studies on traditional
music were based on the released data including Master’s and Doctoral dissertations,
contributing to the research of Korean traditional music. A total of 127 CDs in 43 volumes
were published from 1997 to 2008.
For these projects to achieve results, the most important is to ensure basic budget and
personnel such as traditional music researchers. Academic/professional knowledge of
traditional music is crucial for the production of CD reproductions, CD mastering, editing
and writing of liner notes.
Building upon the above project in archived audio resources, the Korean government is
now working to produce new resources in the field of traditional music. This includes the
documentation of complete bearer biographies. Such systematic, scientific and factual
documentation projects will help us understand the content and status of transmission by

5

Kim Young-un, Book review/ Pyramid of traditional music classification and digitization-System
of Data Classification for Korean Traditional Music, Seoul: National Research Institute of Cultural
Heritage, 1997, 662 pages, Journal of the Society for Korean Historico-Musicology vol. 19, Society
for Korean Historico-Musicology, 1997
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era, and contribute to the safeguarding and continuation of our intangible heritage. Data
generation through documentation will continue long into the future.

<System of Data Classification for Korean Traditional Music>
(665 pages, 1997)

CD releases of rare Korean traditional music data
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Annex 1

Workshop and Field Visits Schedule

Date

Time
07:00

14 Sep
(Mon)

Contents
Arrival

08:00-11:30

Travel to Jeonju

11:30-15:30

Hotel Check-in(Luncheon and rest)

16:00-17:00

Field Visit1. National Intangible Heritage
Center Archive Room
Visit Jeonju City Hall

17:00-18:00

Visit Jeonbuk Provincial Government

18:00-19:00

Dinner
Opening Session
• Congratulatory Remarks
• Greeting Remarks
• Welcoming Remarks
• Congratulatory Remarks
• Opening Remarks

15 Sep
(Tue)

10:00-12:30

Group Photo
Coffee Break
Session 1. (Moderator: Dr. Park Seong-Yong)
• Presentation 1. Introduction to Sri
Lankan ICH and Related Institutions
• Presentation 2. Status of Analogue
Materials and Conservation Methods in

Note
Incheon Airport
Incheon to Jeonju
Jeonju
Demonstration of
Digitization
Meet with mayor of
Jeonju
Meet with vicegovernor

National Intangible
Heritage Center,
International
Conference Room
(Jeonju)
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•
•

12:30-14:00

14:00-17:00

the State Ministry of Cultural Affairs
Presentation 3. Project on Digitizing
Analogue Materials and Future Plans for
Conservation
Presentation 4. Plans for Using Outcome
Materials for Educational and
Promotional Purposes

Luncheon
Session 2.(Moderator : Mr. W.A.D.S.
Gunasinghe)
• Presentation 5. Cooperative Efforts
towards the Digitization of Audiovisual
Material on ICH in the Asia-Pacific
Region
• Presentation 6. Cases of Safeguarding
and Archiving Analogue Audiovisual
Material at the National Intangible
Heritage Center
• Presentation 7. Current Status of Film
Archiving
• Presentation 8. Methods for the
Preservation and Digitization of Audio
and Video Records
General Discussion

16 Sep
(Wed)

17 Sep
(Thu)
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18:00-20:00

Dinner

10:00-12:00

Consultation Meeting on the Sri LankaICHCAP Cooperative Project
*Agenda 1: Review the preparation status of
the Project
*Agenda 2: Review the project target materials
*Agenda 3: Exchange the Project Contract

12:00-13:30

Luncheon and Hotel Check-out

13:30-14:30

Visit KBSJeonju HQ

Meet with the
Director of
KBSJeonju HQ

15:00-18:30

Travel to Seoul

Jeonju to Seoul

19:00-20:00

Hotel Check-in and Dinner

Seoul

10:00-12:00

Field Visit 2. Visit to Korean Film Archive

Seoul

12:00-13:00

Luncheon

Seoul

13:00-14:00

Field Visit 3.Gukak Broadcasting Foundation

Seoul

14:00-15:00

Travel to Seongnam

ICHCAP Meeting
Room

Seoul to Seongnam

Annex

18 Sep
(Fri)

19 Sep
(Sat)

15:00-17:00

Field Visit 4. National Archives of Korea

Seongnam

17:00-18:00

Travel to Seoul

18:00-19:00

Dinner

10:00-12:00

Field Visit 5. Korean Film Council –
Namyangju Studio

12:00-13:00

Luncheon

13:00-14:00

Travel to Seoul

14:00-16:00

Field Visit 6. National Gukak Center

Seoul

18:00-20:00

Farewell Dinner

Seoul

10:00-12:00

Rest and Hotel Check-out

Seoul

Seongnam to Seoul
Seoul
Namyangju,
Gyeonggi Province
Namyangju
Namyangju to Seoul

Working group meeting on the Sri-LankaICHCAP Cooperative Project
12:30-15:00

15:00-18:00
23:55-

Agenda: Supplement details of the
Consultation Meeting on 6 Sep, discuss the
results of the workshop and field visits
Visit Cultural Heritage Sites
Departure
In accordance with flight schedule

Seoul

Seoul
Incheon Airport
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Annex 2

ICH- and Archive- Related Institutions In Korea
1. National Intangible Heritage Center
The National Intangible Heritage Center is the first complex administrative institution for
safeguarding and transmitting Korean ICH. NIHC aims to realize the creativity, cultural
diversity, and right to cultural enjoyment by expanding the creative inheritance of ICH and
developing a bond of sympathy toward this orientation. The primary roles of NIHC are
safeguarding, transmitting, and fostering ICH through research, archiving, exhibitions,
performances, educational programs, support for the Masters of ICH, and extension of the
market of traditional crafts.
NIHC consists of various facilities such as permanent/special exhibition galleries,
performance halls, archives, international conference rooms, and learning spaces.

Visit Schedule
■ Date/Time: 14 September (Mon) 2015, 16:00-17:00
■ Contents: Visit the archive and have a meeting with relevant experts
■ Website: www.nihc.go.kr
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2. Korean Film Archive
The Korean Film Archive pursues a duty to collect and preserve data related to all films
released in Korea such as scenarios, posters, still photos, bibliographies, DVDs and online
videos. KOFA preserves old films and establishes database by digitizing the old films using
the cutting-edge technologies to enhance the public access of dormant film database.
KOFA also collects online films and conducts digital cinema archiving project.
About 380 classical films are available on KOFA website, and about 3,800 classical films
and independent films are available at the Film Library of KOFA. KOFA also conducts
developing restoring of films using digital technologies.

Visit Schedule
■ Date/Time: 17 September (Thu) 2015, 10:00-12:00
■ Contents: Visit the archive and have a meeting with relevant experts
■ Website: www.koreafilm.or.kr
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3. Gugak Broadcasting Foundation
The Gugak Broadcasting Foundation has been introducing traditional Korean music to the
music world through successful cultural exchange projects with many other cities and
countries, such as Japan, the United States, France, and Belgium. As the result, a new wave
of traditional Korean music is reaching to a larger population and becoming more
influential around the world. The Gugak Broadcasting Foundation challenges new musical
experiments and attempt collaborations with other cultures and musical genres. Its
mission is to share the knowledge and the information of Korean music and arts with
people, both locally and globally.

Visit Schedule
■ Date/Time: 17 September (Thu) 2015, 13:00-14:00
■ Contents: Visit the archive and have a meeting with relevant experts
■ Website: www.gugakfm.co.kr
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4. National Archives of Korea
In a bid to build on the brilliant traditions of the past, the National Archives of Korea has
been stepping up its training and consulting efforts and taking measures to enhance the
archival infrastructure implementing an electronic records management system working
in line with the On-Nara business processing system, collecting private records
domestically and internationally, and constructing the Nara (Seoul) Repository Seongnam.
The National Archives of Korea aims to become a service-oriented organization that
provides the public with access to accumulated and preserved archives. The National
Archives builds online content databases by subject, using over two million volumes of
archival resources. The National Archives also holds regular cultural classes and special
exhibitions to familiarize the people with the organization and archival culture.
The Nara (Seoul) Repository is the world’s leading-edge facility dedicated to records
management and has been built to systematically collect records from domestic and
overseas sources, establish an electronic records management system, and provide a wide
array of archive information service.
Visit Schedule
■ Date/Time: 17 September (Thu) 2015, 15:00-17:00
■ Contents: Visit the archive and have a meeting with relevant experts
■ Website: www.archives.go.kr
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5. Korean Film Council
Established in 1973, the Korean Film Council (KOFIC) is a special organization entrusted
by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism of the Republic of Korea. KOFIC aims to
support and promote Korean films through various means. KOFIC is composed of nine
commissioners appointed by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism to discuss and
decide on major issues pertaining to the development of Korean films. KOFIC consists of
separate departments specializing in various key aspects of Korean cinema including the
KOFIC Namyangju Studios.
The KOFIC Namyangju Studios is the biggest filming facility providing film services and
state-of-the-art film production facilities with outdoor sets, indoor studios, recording
studios, and various kinds of equipment.

Visit Schedule
■ Date/Time: 18 September (Fri) 2015, 10:00-12:00
■ Contents: Visit the studio and have a meeting with relevant experts
■ Website: www.archives.go.kr
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6. National Gugak Center
Established in 1951, the National Gugak Center is the headquarters of traditional Korean
performing arts. The National Gugak Center has continued to appropriately preserve and
passed down traditional art and carried out creative efforts on a traditional foundation. By
conducting the research on long traditions, the National Gugak Center not only bolsters
the preservation and transmission of culture, but also elevates these treasures to entirely
new heights. In addition, the Center offers diverse educational programs to promote
traditional Korean music at home and abroad. The National Gugak Center constantly
strives to seek modern values and a futuristic outlook in traditional art.
The National Gugak Center has invited many traditional musicians from Asian countries
such as Mongolia, Vietnam, and Uzbekistan and has carried out workshops on traditional
Korean music, traditional Asian performances, Korean language training, and cultural
activities. By doing so, Asian cultural partnerships and human resources networks have
been strengthened.

Visit Schedule
■ Date/Time: 18 September (Fri) 2015, 14:00-16:00
■ Contents: Visit the archive and exhibition and have a meeting with relevant experts
■ Website: www.gugak.go.kr
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Annex 3

List of Participants

Name

Organization

Roles

Delegation from Sri Lanka
Additional Secretary,
National Heritage Division,
State Ministry of Cultural
Affiars, Sri Lanka (SMCA)

Moderator of Session 2,
Presentation 2,
Consultation meeting and
working group meeting
participation

Mr. Dilip Kumara

In charge of FMCL, SMCA

Presentation 4
Consultation meeting and
working group meeting
participation

Mr. Anupiya
Kumarasinghe

Technical officer,
Department of Cultural
Affairs, SMCA

Consultation meeting and
working group meeting
participation

Mr. DanisterPerera

Research Scholar, PGIAR,
University of Kelaniya

Presentation 1
Consultation meeting and
working group meeting
participation

Mr. K.D.L. Sunanda

Engineer, Digital Archive,
Sri Lanka Broadcasting
Corporation

Presentation 3
Consultation meeting and
working group meeting
participation

Mr. W.A.D.S
Gunasinghe
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Participants from Republic of Korea

Mr. Kim Dae-Hyun

Director-General, Heritage
Promotion Bureau, Cultural
Heritage Administration of
Korea

Congratulatory remarks

Mr. Choi Maeng-Sik

Director-General, National
Intangible Heritage Center

Welcoming remarks

Mr. Na Jong-Woo

Director-General, Jeonju
Cultural Center

Congratulatory remarks

Ms. Song Min-Seon

Chief, Intangible Heritage
Promotion Division, National
Intangible Heritage Center

Presentation 9
(*Absence due to personal
schedule)

Mr. Choi Yeon-Gyu

Section Chief, Archiving
Section, Research and
Archiving Division, National
Intangible Heritage Center

Presentation 6

Mr. Kim Bong-Young

Director, Department of
Planning and Administration, Presentation 7
Korean Film Archive

Ms. Kim Eun-Hyung

Archive Researcher,
Conservation Research
Presentation 8
Division, National Archives of
Korea,
Field Visits Cooperation

Mr. Choi Yeon-Gyu

Section Chief, Archiving
Section, Research and
Archiving Division, National
Intangible Heritage Center

Mr. Kim Bong-Young

Head, Department of
Planning and Administration, Rep. of KOFA
Korean Film Archive

Mr. Park Eun-Gyu

Chief, Division of
Deliberation and archiving,
Gukak Broadcasting
Foundation

Rep. of NICH

Pre. of GBF
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Mr. Kim Eun-Hyung

Archive Researcher, ,
Conservation Research
Rep. of NAK
Division, National Archives of
Korea

Mr. Kim Gi-Tak

In charge of management of
sound studio at Namyang
Studio, Korea Film Council

Rep. of Namyangju Studio,
KOFIC

Mr. Moon Bong-Seok

Researcher, GukakReaseach
Division, National Gukak
Center

Rep. of NGC

ICHCAP Secretariat
Mr. Huh Kwon

Director-General

Opening remarks

Mr. Park Seong-Yong

Assistant Director-General

Moderator of Session 1

Ms. Cha Boyoung

Section Chief

Presentation 5
In charge of Project

Ms. Jeong Ji-Eun

Programme Officer

In charge of Project

Mr. Kim Tae-Won

Project Consultant

Project assistance

Ms. Min So-Young

Project Consultant

Project assistance
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